Manchester Punk Festival; it’s proper
mint.
We are a three-day, multi-venue,
independent punk rock festival held in
Manchester City Centre, proudly brought
to you by TNSrecords, Anarchistic
Undertones and Moving North.
We are buzzing to be in our 5th year of
the event. We feel incredibly lucky to have
been able to grow each year because
of your continued support. Seeing the
festival naturally grow, and hearing
how important an event it is in so many
people’s calendars, is awesome. We can’t
thank you enough for the nice words and
the excitement you create throughout the
weekend.
We started MPF because of the great
punk scene we have in the UK. It’s a real
community and we wanted to try and
bring it all together for a proper party.
There are so many cool things happening
around the country and much further
afield so this is a chance to promote our
favourites all in one place.
We want to provide an inclusive
environment where bands and artists
from all walks of life can play to their best
mates, a load of new faces and share the
stage with their favourite bands. We also
want to invite people to come and check
out these bands, meet new people and
discover new music. Our tickets are sold
to countries all over the world so we want
to carry on spreading the word about this
important scene we have going on.
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We hope everyone feels comfortable and
enjoys themselves as much as they want,
but we definitely won’t tolerate dickheads
or discrimination of any kind.
Respect each other and go wild!
MPF wouldn’t be possible without the
humbling amount of hours our volunteers
put in, the work of stage managers, venue
staff, security and everyone else that
helps prop up this psychotic nightmare.

We want to give thanks to a few people
in particular if you’ll just bear with us. A
massive thank you to Bloodflower and
Cat’s Cradle Tattoo Studio for your
quality illustration work; you’ll see it on
our merch, posters, programmes and
backdrops over the weekend. Millie
Cordingley is an absolute diamond who
continually spends time bringing designs
to life and making us look miles more
professional than we actually are. We
can’t thank her enough.
MGS and GSS provide and engineer
the production side of the event and do
a banging job every year under a lot of
pressure. Thanks to them for working so
hard.
Massive thanks to Red who has put
together an incredible three days of
comedy for us. Henry Raby has also put
together our first ever poetry line-up. Make
sure you check both out. Freakshow
Facepaint will also be about to make you
look snazzy. Cheers to them and to Anna,
who is involved for the first time.
An extra special thank you to Big Hands,
Kaz and the army of volunteers who keep
everything running and contribute in a
huge way to keeping this organised.
We genuinely couldn’t do this without you!
x

VENUES

We’ve added The Union to the mix for
MPF2019. It’s 800 capacity and a very
reasonable distance between The Bread
Shed and Gorilla, both of which will be
hosting stages again. The Union is where
wristbands are collected from and also
the location of our new and improved
Pop-Up Record Store.
The Thirsty Scholar will be the home of
our comedy / poetry stage. Our acoustic
performers will be in the same venue
as previous years, however, it has been
renamed BrickHouse Social (formerly
known as Underdog). We are still hosting
film screenings and Q&As at The Font
and we couldn’t leave out Zombie
Shack, who will also feature bands
across the three days.
This year we have doubled the number
of afterparties by using both The Bread
Shed and Rebellion. These venues are
both 400+ capacity, but please remember
to get there early, as there’s a lot of people
about. The afterparties have become
notorious and we are sure this year will be
no different.
The venues are a huge part of our event
and their staff work very hard for us.
Please make their lives easier and bring
your ID. A ‘thanks’ goes a long way too!
ONCE A STAGE
IS AT FULL CAPACITY,
WE CAN’T LET ANY
MORE PEOPLE IN.
PLEASE ENSURE YOU GET TO
EACH STAGE EARLY TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT

PLEASE RESPECT
THE AREA

We have something very special planned
for the Friday night afterparty at The Bread
Shed. Last year, a close friend of ours, Tim
Gray of Big Tone Recording Studio sadly
passed away. He was a big part of many
early TNS releases as well as recording
and working with bands from all over the
country. We wanted to host a tribute to him
so we have decided that we’ll have a Big
Tone After Party.
We are very pleased to welcome his good
friends Sonic Boom Six, as well as the
long awaited return from Manchester ska
legends Harijan, who Tim used to play
with. The line-up is completed by CatchIt Kebabs, who feature Tim’s lovely sister
Chloe.
Get to the stage early as it is likely to be a
busy one.

Our festival site is going to be more spread
out than previous years, so we imagine
there’ll be some road beers on the go.
Please tidy up after yourselves and put
any litter in bins. We’re a respectful bunch,
us punks, who pride ourselves on looking
after each other and the environment.
Please respect our city. Clean up after
yourselves.

TEATIME
COLLECTIVE

Our favourites from Teatime Collective
will be providing their awesome food over
the weekend as always. They’ll be based
at their usual spot outside Thirsty Scholar.
It’s a great place to go pig out on burgers
and cakes, so make sure you get your fill!
We do our best to involve our oldest friends
and local crews where we can at MPF,
right from our sound guys to our designers.
Teatime Collective are no different. Their
food is an important part of our event and
we strongly encourage you to go say hello
and support a great local business. Find us
a better cake and we’ll tell you you’re a liar!
teatimecollective.co.uk
facebook.com/teatimecollective
Instagram @Teatime Collective

THIS YEAR’S
DESIGNERS ARE...

HOLLY DIXON
Holly created our ‘Punk Girl’ design. She is
the owner and senior artist at Cat’s Cradle
Tattoo in Rawtenstall, Lancashire. She’s
been tattooing for more than 8 years, and
founded the studio 3 years ago. She takes
on a variety of styles, including traditional,
realism and Japanese, which she creates
for each individual client. All work is custom
and one-off. As well as tattooing, Holly has
taken on commissions from bands in the
punk scene over the years for album and
merch designs.
For any bookings or enquiries, please
contact catscradletattoo@gmail.com
LUCINDA LIVINGSTONE
Our Bee design was created by Lucinda
Livingstone who is a designer and illustrator
based in Brighton. From major music
labels, to small independent businesses
and brands, Lucinda works with a variety of
clients to bring their ideas to life through her
bold, clean design and illustration. Lucinda
has a great passion for alternative culture
and the DIY music scene. She also plays in
the band Cultdreams.
Currently available for commissions and
freelance projects. Get in touch for rates
and availability.
bloodflower.co
As always this work is supported by
our in-house design team. Millie Rose
Cordingley has designed our logo and
sorted our wristbands, posters and flyers.
Andy Davies has sorted our social media
images, merch mock ups, festival map and
this programme.

Tim Bevington at Hold My Pint
Photography has provided many of the
images we have used. Apologies to any
photographers not credited. We have used
a lot of images provided by the acts and this
information isn’t always provided.
Our t-shirts, hoodies, sweaters, totes and
patches were printed by Shay Colston at
EHC Screenprinting. Go check out his
band Officer Down this weekend!
facebook.com / ehcrecords
Our sunglasses, pin badges, college
jackets, caps and polo shirts were created
by our friends at Awesome Merch.
awesomemerchandise.com
Our koozies were made by
gowristbands.co.uk

BLANK TV

BlankTV is the Net’s largest punk and indie
music video channel! Launched in 1999,
BlankTV approaches the twenty year mark
with over 1.2 billion videos shown and over
720,000 subscribers.
We’re excited to have them reporting from
Manchester Punk Festival for the first time
and we look forward to them spreading
the chaos to their worldwide audience of
miscreants, lowlifes and troublemakers.

MPRV + OCCLUMUS

Our very good friends Andrew and Shelley
from MPRV and Bobby Stickah from
Occlumus Studio will also be filming some
of the bands throughout the weekend.
Andrew and Shelley will also be interviewing
loads of bands as always. Massive thanks
to them for all their incredible support.
facebook/mprvnews
facebook/Occlumus

FILMS + RADIO

Our Punk Cinema is back for a third year
at The Font. Cubesville and David from
the Under The Pavement Radio Show
will be hosting a handful of films including
the première of the Revenge Of The
Psychotronic Man documentary, as well as
inviting along some of our favourite podcasts
to talk at you. Shout Louder, Tour Stew,
Punks In Pubs and Jamie And Mike’s Big
Punk Rock Show will all be involved.
There will be our normal Q&As too and
much, much more. See the listings at the
back of this programme for full details.

BOOTH CENTRE
COLLECTION

SUPPORTING A CHARITY FOR
THE HOMELESS

We want MPF to have a positive impact on
the world outside of punk too. With so many
people gathering in one place, we feel that
MPF is a great opportunity to support people
that are less fortunate than ourselves.
National homeless charity Shelter estimates
that 1 in 154 homeless people are in
Manchester. The city has been described
as a homelessness “pressure point”
with Government figures consistently
underestimating the true number of
homeless – so it’s up to us to try and make
a change.
The Booth Centre is a Manchester-based
homeless charity, here to bring about
positive change in the lives of people who
are homeless or at the risk of homelessness.

They do this by providing advice to find

accommodation, education, training and
help to secure employment. They provide
free healthy meals and offer support in
tackling issues with health and addiction.
We’re collecting the following items for
The Booth Centre
FOOD & DRINK
• Fresh food – including fresh fruit,
vegetables, cheese, milk and bread
• Tins – meat (corned beef, ham, stewing
steak, tuna), beans, spaghetti, custard, rice
pudding, fruit and vegetables)
• Pasta, rice and chickpeas
• Cook-in sauces
• Herbs, spices and condiments
• Biscuits and cakes
• Porridge oats
• Sugar
• Drinks – including tea, coffee, hot
chocolate, cup-a-soups and juice
• Tesco vouchers, which can be used for a
weekly shop if particular items are running
low
TOILETRIES
• Toothbrushes and toothpaste
• Shampoo and conditioner
• Shower gel
• Deodorant
• Razors and shaving foam
• Women’s toiletries
• Sanitary products and moisturiser
Our collection point is at The Union near the
wristband exchange. There will be signs. If
you’re out and about getting a snack, maybe
pick up something extra and drop it in. To
find out more about The Booth Centre and
more ways in which you can help, please
visit their website at
boothcentre.org.uk

YOU SPOKE,
WE LISTENED
At MPF, we’re always looking for ways
to improve. We think we’re pretty unique
in asking for your feedback every year to
find out what you think we could do better.
But that’s only step one, next we need to
actually take action and make changes.
Here’s what we’ve planned for MPF2019
based on your views from the survey in
2018.

CAPACITY

As a multi-venue, city centre festival, there
is always going to be limited capacity and
queues. If you really want to watch a band
you need to get to a stage early to make
sure you get in. You told us that, for a few
bands and afterparties, the queues were
a bit long at MPF2018. This year we’ve
increased capacity and introduced a
much larger main stage at The Union.
We’ve also doubled the capacity of the
afterparties by adding Rebellion into the
mix. Rebellion will be the venue for the
covers afterparty. No more cramming
into Zombie Shack! Hopefully there
won’t be queues to get in to either party,
but as always you should arrive early for
guaranteed entry.

DISTANCE BETWEEN VENUES

Unfortunately our original venue,
Sound Control was knocked down
and turned into bland high-rise student
accommodation, which caused the
distance between our venues to increase
for MPF2018. The addition of The Union
has knocked 5 mins off the longest walk
during the day at MPF2019. Less walking,
more bands! Don’t worry, we know
Rebellion is an awesome venue. You still
get the chance to mooch over there for
the afterparty.

AGE LIMIT

It’s not possible to completely cater for
the younger crowd due to licence and
venue restrictions. However, our three
largest venues (including The Union)
are now 14+. Please note this doesn’t
include afterparties and under 18s must
be accompanied by an adult at the event.

GENRES

Every year you request more or less
of most sub-genres of punk. For
MPF2019 we’ve increased the number
of bands playing by 40%. We’ve taken
the opportunity to add more ska, crust,
hardcore and some psychobilly, as
requested by you. We are still working
hard to secure Slayer.

COMEDY

The comedy stage went down really well
last year, but we only gave you 3 hours
of laughs. Obviously, you wanted more!
For 2019 we now have the stage running
across all three days and we’ve added
poetry each day to kick things off. Head
down to the Thirsty Scholar to check it
out.

RECORD STORE

We heard you. The record store needs
more. Well, we’ve lined up a beast for
you this year. We’ve brought together 12
incredible DIY punk labels from across the
country to sell you their wares. Head to The
Union each day from 12.

BEER

The Signature Brew / Lightyear / MPF
collaboration beer went down a storm
last year and the craft beer lovers seemed
happy to see it in all the venues. We
have more information on the Signature
Brew front heading your way later in this
programme, but we’re very pleased to say
they will be back.
Unfortunately, we have very little control
over beer prices in the venues, but we think
they’re reasonable for the city centre. We
encourage you to support them, so we can
all continue to go to great gigs.
Thanks for your ideas and comments
and please take part in our 2019 survey.
Your opinion matters to us.

DISCOUNTS

10% OFF AT 8TH DAY CAFE
FOR ORDERS OVER £5
A FREE HALF PINT AT
BEATNIKZ REPUBLIC
£10 BEER & BURGER AT DEAF
INSTITUTE
25% OFF FOOD AT THE FONT
10% OFF FOOD AT GORILLA
10% OFF AT IDLE HANDS
FREE ENTRY TO SATAN’S
HOLLOW BEFORE MIDNIGHT
EACH NIGHT

THINGS TO
CHECK OUT IN
MANCHESTER

ART

Manchester is home to a few art galleries.
The Whitworth was refurbished in 2015
and is home to an impressive mixture
of contemporary art and some more
traditional work. Manchester Art Gallery
One of the main venues for MPF this year, has a similar mix. We’d recommend
Gorilla is located under a railway archway checking out their awesome Martin Parr
and is a hugely popular Manchester venue. photography exhibition, which finishes on
Check our their bar between bands.
22nd April.
@thisisgorilla / M1 5WW
@whitworthart / M15 6ER
@mcrartgallery / M2 3JL

GORILLA

THE FONT

Yet again offering 25% off all food for MPF
wristband holders Friday – Sunday. The
Font will continue to be a key part of the
festival this year with our Punk Cinema
and Podcast/Radio Hub. It’s the perfect
place to take a break from the festival (if you
need one) and keep an eye out for the MPF
signature cocktails!
@thefontmcr / M1 5NP

BRICKHOUSE
SOCIAL

Our acoustic stage is downstairs at
Brickhouse Social. On its middle floor,
enjoy a great chilled-out atmosphere with
pool tables and a PS4 if you need to escape
the mayhem.
@Brickhousesocial / M1 5NP

NEXUS ART CAFE

A creative community space located in the
Northern Quarter of the city. Home to the
rehoused Salford Zine Library, if you love
your zines (who doesn’t?) then you need
to have a browse here. They serve food
and host exhibitions as well as yoga and
meditation classes.
@NexusArtCafe / M1 1JW

IDLE HANDS COFFEE

If you’re into your coffee and pie, look no
further than Idle Hands. They launched
on the same day as the first ever MPF and
have gone from strength to strength. No
amount of words will be able to describe
how great their pies and cakes are, make a
visit (10% off with a wristband!)
@idlehandscoffee / M1 2HF

ROCKERS ENGLAND

Rockers England is “The Emporium
Of Rock’n’Roll Delight”. Established in
2003 and situated in the heart of the
vibrant Northern Quarter of City Centre
Manchester. They sell Rock’n’Roll clothing
and accessories for cool guys and rockin’
gals.
They stock a wide range of cool rockin’
gear such as lounge shirts, tees and jeans,
creepers, swing dresses, wiggle dresses,
skirts and seperates, silver jewellery,
ornaments, gifts and so much more.
@RockersEngland / M4 1LW

GULLIVERS

If you’re in the Northern Quarter with some
time to kill, pop into one of our favourite and
most supportive venues in the city. It’s just a
few doors away from Rockers too.
@GulliversNQ / M4 1LW

SATANS HOLLOW

On every Manchester tourist’s tick-list.
They have hosted many a great punk rock
show and we’ve attended many (many)
afterparties in this weird and wonderful
‘rock club’. Wristband holders get free entry
before midnight on Friday & Saturday.
@SatansHollow / M1 6DD

HOME

If you want to check out theatre and dance
shows, watch great independent films from
around the world or see some exciting
contemporary art, then Home is a great
place to visit. It’s also half way between
Gorilla and Rebellion, so really convenient
for you.
@homemcr / M15 4FN

FOOTBALL

MPF is proud of our close ties to FC United
of Manchester, a non-league football club
located in the north of Manchester. The club
is owned by its supporters, against outright
commercialism and we sing punk songs
on the terraces. With tickets priced at an
affordable £10, even if you’re not a massive
football fan and just enjoy a good time, we
highly recommend catching a game. In a
lucky twist of fate our final home game of
the season is on Monday 22nd April against
Blyth Spartans, so if you are feeling up to it
after three days of partying at MPF, come
along.
It takes place at Broadhurst Park, 310
Lightbowne Rd, Moston, Manchester,
M40 0FJ. Kick off is 3pm.
@FCUnitedMCR / M40 0FJ

WILL BURCHELL
(CONSUMED)
Joe McMahon and the Dockineers:
Smoke or Fire are great but I think Joe’s
solo stuff is even better. This man writes
anthems.
Joe Tilston and the Embers Band:
Consumed played with Random Hand
last year. Before then I hadn’t listened to
Joe’s stuff. That was my mistake because
it’s fucking great. I imagine it will be even
better with a full band backing him.
COLIN CLARK
(COLIN’S PUNK ROCK WORLD)
London ska punks Call Me Malcolm are
currently riding the biggest wave in their
careers and are certain to blow away the
MPF crowd. High tempo and important
songs that will get you dancing, singing
and will make you feel better. Despite the
fact they’ve only been gigging for a year,
you’ll no doubt recognise Mean Caesar
from numerous other bands. Coming
together to play melodic gruff punk filled
with hooks, live is where the band excel.
A hugely watchable band.
CHRIS DALLEY
(AUTHORITY ZERO/
PULLEY/IMPLANTS)
88 Fingers Louie know how to perfectly
mix hardcore and skatepunk together.
Aggressive music with very insightful lyrics
Such Gold. This band can take punk
rock, and add any other kind of genre to
their music, and they somehow connect
it together that mysteriously makes sense
to the listener.
If you’ve ever wondered what a WW3
would sound like, Scheisse Minnelli is
the band. Powerful music with powerful
messages.

RECOMMENDATIONS
DAN FLANAGAN
(MATILDA’S SCOUNDRELS/HAEST/
WOTSIT CALLED FEST)
MPF is something I look forward to every
year. I’ve been to every to single one
and have seen it grow from strength to
strength each year. This year I will have the
pleasure of playing with both my bands
as well as getting to see tonnes of bands
from an incredible line-up.
I’m looking forward to seeing some
personal favourites like Youth Avoiders,
Casual Nausea and Stöj Snak as well as
checking out Fresh, Eat Dirt, Nervus and
many more for the first time.
CHRIS GAULTIER
(YOUTH AVOIDERS)
Grand Collapse is definitely the band not
to be missed as they blew us away when
we played together last year, really intense
energy live, be prepared for a relentless
set!
Jodie Faster play frantic hardcore punk
without guitar distortion, which makes
them special and it’s even better as they
play their songs at a speed of light tempo.
I would have loved to see Smoke Or Fire
as they inspired me for the vocals in Youth
Avoiders and I never had the chance to
see them live. I bet their poignant melodies
will captivate everyone’s attention.
ANDREW GILES
(MPRV)
F.Emasculata! For X Files fans (and just
fans of fast punk / hardcore), something a
bit different, can’t wait to see them again!

KAZ HINSLEY
(FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS)
This year I’m really looking forward to
seeing Adrenalized. I saw them a few
years ago at Punk Rock Holiday and they
blew my mind. They were so full of energy
and it was incredibly contagious.
I’m hoping to catch Incisions too, they
have played a lot of shows I’ve been to but
for some reason I always seem to miss
them! I’m hoping to finally catch them live
as their album is insane.
Stoj Snäk and Casual Nausea are must
sees for me. No matter how many times I
watch them it’s never enough!
JORDAN LLOYD
(INCISIONS)
‘Everything Dies’ by Nervus was one of
my favourite albums of 2018. They are a
lot of fun to watch live as well.
I first saw Grand Collapse at the second
MPF and they have been my favourite
band to watch live ever since. There is also
Press Club. Their new album is brilliant
and they travelled a long way so go watch
them!
TOM MAY
(THE MENZINGERS)
Above Them! They’re a genuine and
loving group of people and it radiates off
of them while they play those huge punky
rock songs.

T.J. MCFAULL
(BAR STOOL PREACHERS)
Who I am most looking forward to doing
a see to at MPF 2019? Haest, anything
to stare at Dan Flan, he keeps toffee in his
chin carpet. Joe Tilston, to see more of
what’s inside his beautiful butter dish of a
head. Nosebleed, because I heard they
were changing to white suits this year.
And Not On Tour. I’ve been meaning to
catch these pop punkers for a while, they
balance morals with being rad musicians.
There’s also Subhumans, because the
aggro-political lyrics and unapologetic
garage set-up always make my shins
tingle.

JAMIE MORRISON
(THE ARTERIES)
My MPF band recommendations are
Above Them. I’m super excited to see
these guys play. Last I heard they’d sold
their guitars. I’d also like to see Snuff.
Maybe Tim will get to sing a song with
them like he did when he was 15...now
he’s nearly 70. Youth Avoiders are playing
too and they are excellent, a Parisian force
to be reckoned with.
LESLEY-ANNE O’BRIEN
(LOCKJAW RECORDS)
As always, there’s loads of variety at MPF.
I’m looking forward to catching Fresh,
Wolfrik and Perkie for the first time. And
of course tried and tested favs like Main
Line 10, Astpai, Not On Tour, Eat Dirt,
The Zipheads, Adrenalized and The
Human Project, in between the shreds
of some of the Lockjaw bands of course.

HOLLY POPS
(HELL HATH NO FURY)
I am extremely excited to see super sassy
pop-punk trio Cherym on the Sunday,
one of my favourite discoveries of 2018.
I will also be at the front giving myself
whiplash to F. Emasculata, a raging
X-Files themed thrash-fest, with members
of Swansong and Rash Decision.
KIT REEVE
(SCREECH BATS)
Really happy to be playing on the same
day as Big Joanie, Sonic Boom Six
and Nervus. They would be my top 3
recommendations for Friday’s line-up.
All different, all incredible and important
bands to catch live.
SHELLEY SLATER
(MPRV)
I keep changing my mind every few
moments when I think about all the great
bands who are playing MPF! Youth
Avoiders... I am really looking forward to
seeing them again, after they tore up the
place when I saw them last year.

PAUL SMITH
(LEVEL UP FEST/
BE SHARP PROMOTIONS)
Call Me Malcolm are the perfect SkaPunk band and ‘the saving grace of the
genre’, according to Vinnie from Less
Than Jake. Expect sing-a-longs, a ton of
dancing and walls of hugs. One of the best
live bands in the country right now.
Eat Dirt are my kind of punk rock. Heavy,
fast, melodic. The best new band I saw in
2017 and mind blowing live. Get down the
front and let them get in your face.
SARAH WILLIAMS
(SHOUT LOUDER/
LOCKJAW RECORDS)
I can’t wait to see Wolfrik. They’re insanely
fun, unique Canadian thrash-metal - think
Alexisonfire meets A Wilhelm Scream guaranteed to tear your face off. These
guys are going to explode. Adrenalized
are fast-as-fuck, technically stunning and
jaw-droppingly intense live. MPF’s a rare
chance to catch these Spanish techpunks in the UK; I’ll be screaming down
the front. I’m desperate to see Svalbard.
They combine the brutality of d-beat/
crust with the atmospheric guitars and
dynamics of post-hardcore to create a
cacophany that’s equally crushing and
uplifting.
KATHRYN WOODS
(FRESH)
I recommend catching Suggested
Friends set at Manchester Punk festival.
They’re folky but hard hitting with amazing
lyrics and instantly memorable riffs.
PHOTOS BY HOLD MY PINT

We are delighted to have prepared a new
and improved Pop-Up Record Store.
We’ve invited some of our favourite labels
and distros from around the kingdom.
Please go and check it out, say hello, pick up
a flyer or buy a record. They run entirely on
your support! You can find these awesome
people at The Union all weekend from 12-7.

ALL IN VINYL

Formed in 2008, All In Vinyl is a punk rock
record label and online store based out of
Birmingham. Releases from bands playing
MPF this year include Arms Aloft, Calvinball,
Guerilla Poubelle, The Arteries and Above
Them. They stock a variety of other releases,
focusing on records from small, like-minded
labels.
allinvinyl.com

AUTONOMONSTER

Autonomonster Records is a DIY not-forprofit record label based in Cornwall run
by Alex Smith and Ollie Meyrick, that was
started in 2013. They aim to release and
showcase the very best Cornwall has to offer,
as well as releasing music from bands and
artists further afield. They love to collaborate
with like-minded individuals, labels, artists
and photographers. DIY or die!
autonomonster-records.bandcamp.com

BIG SCARY MONSTERS

Big Scary Monsters is an independent
record label based in Oxford. Having just
turned 18, the label has released records
from the likes of The Get Up Kids, Martha,
Modern Baseball, American Football,
Tiny Moving Parts, Nervus, La Dispute,
Andrew WK, Pedro The Lion and many,
many more.
bsmrocks.com		

DRUNKEN SAILOR

Drunken Sailor Records are based out
of Stoke and they release records for
the weirdos. They’re on about 100 plus
releases now. If you like punk, synth,
popwerpop, garage, etc, they have
probably released a record you will enjoy.
Did you know that Rainy out of Discharge
personally picks every band they release a
record by? No, you probably didn’t.
drunkensailorrecords.co.uk

HELL HATH NO FURY

Hell Hath No Fury Records are Holly, El
and Carly, est. 2017 and based in Bristol
and now Manchester. They strive to put
on diverse shows and festivals with the
focus on providing a platform for DIY
punk musicians who identify as womxn,
non-binary and queer in a quest to tip
the scales within a cis male dominated
punk scene. They have recently set up a
distro/record label to achieve the same
goal and get marginalised persons music
out there. Proudly feminist, queer-friendly
and anti-fascist, they want to work with
the community to make it a diverse and
inclusive scene (the way it should be).
hellhathnofuryrecords.bandcamp.com

POP-UP
RECORD
STORE
LITTLE ROCKET

Little Rocket Records emerged out
of the ashes of B.U.F, the record label
established by Sunderland UK’s melodic
punk outfit Leatherface. It was launched
from a world of loss, tragedy, sorrow,
anger and frustration. The label name
Little Rocket Records is a memorial
tribute to Leatherface’s tour manager
Chris Schaefer, AKA Big Rock and
was established with the initial purpose
of releasing the album Warm Places,
by Medictation, the final recording
project from Leatherface guitarist Dickie
Hammond (1965-2015). Following the
Medictation release, the label has been
fortunate to collaborate with and give
a musical home to several artists and
bands, focusing primarily on punk rock
but including the odd acoustic album, too.
littlerocketrecords.co.uk

LOCKJAW

Lockjaw Records is an independent
European punk and hardcore label.
They are proud to be part of a thriving
international music community, built on
friendship, social-responsibility and a
mutual love of punk rock.
lockjawrecords.co.uk		

TNS
MAKE-THAT-A-TAKE

Make-That-A-Take Records is a DIY punk
rock record label/collective based on the
east coast of Scotland.
They put on punk shows. They put out
records.
They say “We aim to contribute positively to
our community and believe in the equality
of and equity for all humans regardless
of gender, race, religion, nationality, class,
sexual orientation, status or any other
perceived identifier.
We have a fairly open view of what
constitutes punk.”
They also host BOOK YER ANE FEST, a
DIY punk/hxc benefit festival.
For all booking enquiries, please email
info@makethatatakerecords.com

TNS started in 2003 as a zine, then became
a band night, an occasional podcast and in
2008 a not-for-profit label.
After their 10-year anniversary gig,
they decided to go a step bigger and
approached their friends from Moving
North and Anarchistic Undertones. As a
result of this, MPF was born.
They have released music for loads of
MPF favourites including Nosebeed,
Pizzatramp, Faintest Idea, Matilda’s
Scoundrels, Grand Collapse and many
more.				
tnsrecords.co.uk		

UMLAUT

Umlaut Records are a London/
Manchester-based DIY punk label. Started
in 2015 as a reason to help their friend’s
bands out (and their own). They have now
helped out with over 25 band’s releases,
including; Consumed, The Murderburgers,
Eat Defeat, Fastfade, No Matter, Coral
SPECIALIST SUBJECT Springs and tonnes more.
Bristol-based punk label home to the umlautrecords.co.uk			
likes of Jeff Rosenstock, The Smith Street 		
Band, Shit Present as well as a whole
bunch of the MPF 2019 line-up including URINAL VINYL
The Arteries, Above Them, Woahnows, Urinal Vinyl Records was set up in 2013
Muncie Girls, Fresh and Sam Russo. Since purely out of a love of punk, a love of
2017, Specialist Subject have also been records, and especially a love of punk
running a physical record shop, focusing records. They come from humble
on all things punk / hardcore / indie rock, so beginnings, lugging a box of vinyl around
expect a huge selection of records from all gigs to help raise money, then putting
corners of punk.		
out their own releases. There’s now
specialistsubjectrecords.co.uk
somewhere in the region of 70 releases out
there and a well stocked distro full of punk
rock, UK82, D-beat, crust and anarcho
punk, well known artists, as well as the
more obscure and unknown (but equally
good!)
urinalvinyl.com			

SIGNATURE
BREW
Signature Brew are an award-winning
craft brewery based in East London, they
pride themselves on creating great beer
for the gig-going community and they’re
going from strength to strength. They’ve
collaborated with some of our favourite
artists, including The Skints, Millencolin and
our festival beer last year - with Lightyear
and MPF.

This year our collaboration is a cracker. All
the beer adverts you see on the television
are blokes being blokes and drinking blokey
beer. It’s not representative of the modern
day. On International Women’s Day this
year we gathered a bunch of brilliant female
and non-binary punks from the UK DIY
punk scene (bands, labels, tour managers)
to help create a new and exciting beer for
MPF2019. Keep your eye out for Queen
Bee in the fridges of the venues, It is going to
be a tasty Session NEIPA and will become
your best friend over the weekend. There
will be a pop-up craft ale bar by Signature
Brew at The Bread Shed all weekend.

Their beer is a big part of our festival and
we encourage you to try it out. Support an Make sure you follow @SignatureBrew on
independent business with its roots in the your phones to keep an eye on the fun things
UK punk scene and sack that Carlsberg off. they’ll be doing throughout MPF2019,
which could earn you everybody’s favourite
thing - FREE BEER!

THE BANDS
7 YEARS BAD LUCK
Austrian pop punk trio, all about big
melodies and gin and tonics.
FFO: Face To Face, Samiam, The
Lawrence Arms
Stage - Zombie Shack /
Saturday - 16:30
88 FINGERS LOUIE
Geriactive Chicago punk rock, est 1993.
FFO: Good Riddance, Bad Religion, deep
dish pizza
Stage - The Union / Friday - 21:20
ABOVE THEM
3-piece who sold most of their gear.
FFO: Samiam, Knapsack, Hundred
Reasons, Hot Water Music
Stage - Rebellion / Friday - 23:00
ACTIONMEN
Actionmen Turbo HardCore.
FFO: Fair Do’s, Dead Neck, Osker,
Belvedere, Cigar
Stage - Gorilla / Sunday - 19:50
ADRENALIZED
Tech & melodic HC band from the Basque
Country.
FFO: Propagandhi, Bigwig, Belvedere
Stage - Gorilla / Saturday - 17:50

AFTER THE FALL
Melodic hardcore full of energy and
emotion from Albany, NY.
FFO: Leatherface, Descendents,
Propagandhi
Stage - The Union / Friday - 16:20
ALMEIDA
Super-Technical Progressive Skate Punk.
FFO: Protest the Hero, Municipal Waste,
Propagandhi
Stage - The Union / Sunday - 15:30
ANCST
Politically-charged Black Metal with a
strong metallic hardcore vibe.
FFO: Iskra, Heaven Shall Burn,
Immortal, Tragedy
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 19:50
ANIMAL BYPRODUCTS
Cross-pennine nerds play trumpet punk
for the soft and strong.
FFO: Martha/Onsind, Defiance, Ohio, AJJ
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Saturday - 15:00
ARMS ALOFT
You can drive all night to the tune of
“Brighter Lights” and never once notice
the dark.
FFO: Calvinball, Anime, Marxism
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Sunday - 16:10
ASTPAI
Guitars, drums, high fives and low vibes.
FFO: None More Black, The Flatliners,
Trial By Fire
Stage - The Union / Saturday - 15:30

AUTHORITY ZERO
Punk mixed with ska and reggae
FFO: Pennywise, Descendents, No Use
For A Name
Stage - Gorilla / Friday - 19:50
BATWÖLF
A dangerously irresponsible rock’n’roll
band.
FFO: Zeke, Danko Jones, Dwarves,
Rancid, Ramones
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 18:15
BIG JOANIE
Black feminist sistah punk.
FFO: X-Ray Spex, Sleater-Kinney, The
Jesus and Mary Chain, The Raincoats
Stage - The Bread Shed / Friday - 16:10
BILLY LIAR
Punk band of one, hailing from Edinburgh,
Scotland.
FFO: Spooky bullshit
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Friday - 15:45
BOOM BOOM RACOON
Politically-charged, scrappy, acoustic
ska-punk.
FFO: Beng Beng Cocktail, Venga Days,
Days’n’ Daze, Mercurius Rising
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Saturday - 16:30
BURNING FLAG
Venomous Hardcore Punk from the
Industrial North.
FFO: Doom, Discharge, Sacrilege, Helmet,
Jesus Lizard, Fucked Up
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 14:30

CALL ME MALCOLM
Described by Vinnie Fiorello (Less Than
Jake) as “The saving grace of the [ska/
punk] genre in 2018.”
FFO: Less Than Jake, Random Hand,
Goldfinger
Stage - Gorilla / Friday - 16:10
CALVINBALL
They just won’t die. Bunch of chumps.
FFO: Small Arms Dealer, Iron Chic,
Fenix TX
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Sunday - 17:00
CASUAL NAUSEA
Fast and frantic, yet strangely catchy punk
rock with four vocals.
FFO: The Restarts, The Domestics, I.C.H
Stage - Gorilla / Sunday - 17:50
CATCH-IT KEBABS
Catchy and dancy Do The Dog ska punk.
FFO: Less Than Jake, Random Hand
Stage - The Bread Shed (Big Tone) /
Friday - 23:55
CHARMPIT
Lo-fi POPstar PUNK anarcuties powered
by best femmes forever friendship. <33
FFO: Girlpool, All Girl Summer Fun Band,
Britney Spears
Stage - The Bread Shed / Friday - 15:20
CHEERBLEEDERZ
Three pals from London.
FFO: Fresh, Happy Accidents, Camp
Cope, Cayetana, Charly Bliss.
Stage - Gorilla / Sunday - 14:30

CHERYM
3 cheeky loud-mouthed girls from Derry.
FFO: Charly Bliss Bikini Kill, L7 Tancred
Bratmobile The Runaways, The
Cranberries, Hole
Stage - Gorilla / Sunday - 15:20
CHLOE HAWES
Folk/punk/Americana tunes.
FFO: Gaslight Anthem, Tom Petty, The
Pretenders
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Friday - 14:15
CLEAN SHIRTS
North Yorkshire Marginal Punx.
FFO: The Hives, Shitty Limits, Dean Dirg
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Sunday - 23:50
CONSUMED
Original English Bastards.
FFO: The 1990s, Iron Maiden, Chas and
Dave
Stage - The Union / Friday - 20:10
COPROACH
Big riff, fast blast partyviolence from Leeds.
FFO: Peep Show, Polish lager,
Magrudergrind, Birdflesh, Wormrot,
Afternoon Gentlemen
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 23:10
CROOKED LITTLE SONS
Anyone in the mood for a shot in the arm
of thrashy punk that sounds like a hybrid
of The Bronx, Motorhead and the Hives?
Well good, because this is for you.
FFO: The Hives, The Bronx, The
Computers
Stage - Zombie Shack /
Saturday - 21:05

CRYWANK
Anti-folk from Manchester.
FFO: AJJ, Ween, Violent Femmes.
Stage - Gorilla / Saturday - 18:50
DOG HAND STRING BAND
Barnstorming Outlaw Blues.
Dark Country Punk.
FFO: Legendary Shack Shakers, Tom
Waits, Curtis Eller, The Damned
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Friday - 13:30
DOOM
Crust Punk Leg-Ends, Out standing in our
own field. NO PIGS IN PUNK.
FFO: Discharge, Discard, Anti Cimex,
ZZ Top
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 21:00
EAT DIRT
Punk as fuck.
FFO: Nofx, Sick of it All, Avail
Stage - Gorilla / Friday - 17:55
EBOLA-LA’S
A rare stripped down folk set from the
notorious Brighton punk cretins.
FFO: Firepit Collective, Mischief Brew,
FFTP
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Friday - 15:00
F. EMASCULATA
Raging X files themed hardcore punk
featuring members of Rash Decision
and Swansong.
FFO: Punch, G.L.O.S.S, Career Suicide,
Beastie Boys, Look Back and Laugh
Stage - Zombie Shack /
Saturday - 19:05

FAINTEST IDEA
A punk band that plays ska.
FFO: Filaments, Op Ivy, Random Hand
Stage - Gorilla / Friday - 18:50
FAIR DO’S
Manchester-based melodic hardcore, or
whatever.
FFO: Strung Out, Propagandhi, Belvedere,
Death By Stereo.
Stage - Gorilla / Saturday - 17:00
FIGHTS AND FIRES
Loud Angry Music For Happy People.
FFO: The Bronx, Rocket From The Crypt,
Hot Water Music
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 15:40
FOLK’S WORST NIGHTMARE
Folk-collective of a handful of songwriterweirdos from Nürnberg, Germany, that
plays a fun mix of acoustic, anti-folk and
folk-punk.
FFO: Homeless Gospel Choir, Beans on
Toast, Frank Turner
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Saturday - 15:45
FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS
Complicated, experimental, breakneck
hardcore punk.
FFO: Petrol Girls, Strawberry Girls,
Theoretical Girls
Stage - Zombie Shack /
Saturday - 14:00

FRANKIE STUBBS
Singer-songwriter of legendary band
Leatherface.
FFO: Leatherface, SNUFF, Hot Water
Music
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Saturday - 17:20
FRESH
Punx from London who love emo,
shredding, touring, oat milk, and using
friendship to fill a gaping uncertain hole
inside of yourself.
FFO: Martha, The Beths, Doe
Stage - The Union / Sunday - 19:10
GOOBER PATROL
Drunken tunes by drunken goons.
FFO: Stiff Little Fingers, Op Ivy, Chaos UK,
Circle Jerks
Stage - The Union / Saturday - 19:10
GRAFTEOKE
The greatest afterparty known to mankind.
FFO: Fun
Stage - Rebellion / Saturday - 23:00
GRAND COLLAPSE
HC Thrash Punk from South Wales.
FFO: Sick of it all, Propagandhi, Conflict,
Refused
Stage - The Union / Sunday - 17:10
GUERILLA POUBELLE
Post-situationist French punk
FFO: Edith Piaf, Off With Their Heads,
Arms Aloft
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 14:00

HABITS
Punchy post-hardcore with heart.
FFO: The Bronx, Gallows, At The Drive In
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 19:05
HAEST
Hastings punk/hardcore.
FFO: Throwing Stuff, Pizzatramp,
Grand Collapse
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 00:40
HARIJAN
The return of Manchester ska legends.
FFO: Ska-punk, Skacore, TNS
Stage - Bread Shed (Big Tone) /
Friday - 23:00
HARKER
Fuzz/gruff punk from Brighton. Singalongs
for days.
FFO: The Loved Ones, Hot Water Music,
The Menzingers
Stage - The Union / Saturday - 18:10

JAKE MARTIN
Acoustic folk-punk with attitude!
FFO: Frank Turner, The Levellers,
Sundowner, Ducking Punches
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Sunday - 15:45
JAMES CHOICE &
THE BAD DECISIONS
Austria’s answer to the the hole the
Weakerthans left in your heart.
FFO: The Weakerthans, Elliot Smith, Laura
Stevenson, The Get Up Kids
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Saturday - 14:15
JAMES HULL
Leagues Apart’s tallest member
tries to sing nicely.
FFO: Sam Russo, Apologies I Have None,
Leagues Apart, Sundowner, The Mountain
Goats, Elliott Smith, Crooked Fingers
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Sunday - 14:15

JANUS STARK
Janus Stark are back and it’s 21 years since
‘Every Little Thing Counts’ and their album
ILL GOTTEN GAINS
‘Great Adventure Cigar’
Basingstoke skacore.
FFO: The Ruts, The Living End, China
FFO: Suicide Machines, L.O.C, Atterkop,
Drum, early Foo Fighters
Wadeye
Stage - The Union /
Stage - Zombie Shack / Saturday - 23:10
Saturday - 16:20
INCISIONS
JENKEM
Hardcore punk. Bob Carolgees on guitar.
Egon Duffler loves them.
FFO: Minor Threat, OFF!, The Bronx,
FFO: Comeback Kid, INDK, The Offspring,
Disc Beards
Pennywise, Bonnie Tyler
Stage - Gorilla / Friday - 14:30
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 22:10

JODIE FASTER
Fast and frantic hardcore punk from Lille,
France.
FFO: Minor Threat, Youth Avoiders,
Dean Dirg, Gloss
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Sunday - 00:40
JOE MCMAHON & THE DOCKINEERS
Members of Smoke Or Fire, Dee Cracks
and the Gamits.
FFO: Smoke Or Fire, Against Me!, The
Replacements
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Sunday - 18:10
JOE TILSTON & THE EMBERS BAND
Folk stylings of another bloke from a punk
band.
FFO: Limp Bizkit
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Saturday - 13:30
KERMES
Queer punx from Leicester with a big box
o’ bops about gender.
FFO: Pixies, Martha, Johnny Foreigner
Stage - Zombie Shack /
Saturday - 15:40
KING PRAWN
Groovy Funky Punk Rock Ska Dub Mash
Up.
FFO: Operation Ivy, Asian Dub Foundation,
The Specials, Skindred, Damian Marley,
Capdown, The Clash
Stage - Gorilla / Friday - 21:00

LAY IT ON THE LINE
Melodic hardcore band from South
London featuring ex and current members
of In Evil Hour, Hang The Bastard and
Phinius Gage.
FFO: Integrity, Dead Swans, Sinking Ships,
Life Long Tragedy, With Honor
Stage - Zombie Shack /
Saturday - 18:10
MAIN LINE 10
Fast melodic hardcore from Mallorca.
FFO: Belvedere, Comeback Kid,
The Fullblast, Beerbong
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 18:10
MARCH
MARCH is a punk-infused rock band from
The Netherlands.
FFO: The Distillers, The Bronx, Motörhead
Stage - Gorilla / Sunday - 17:00
MARTHA
The second best band in Pity Me.
FFO: Squeeze, The Housemartins
Stage - Gorilla / Saturday - 21:00
MARTYRIALS
Psychedelic Synthesized Glam Punk
Nightmare.
FFO: The Stranglers, Mindless Self
Indulgence, Dead Kennedys, Devo,
Cardiacs, Emerson Lake and Palmer
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 15:40
MATILDA’S SCOUNDRELS
Folk punk from Hastings.
FFO: Roughneck Riot, Bootscraper,
Dropkick Murphys
Stage - The Union / Sunday - 16:20

MEAN CAESAR
LADSLADSLADSLADSLDKSLADSLADS
LDSLLSALASALADSLDSLALADLSALDS
ASSALAD.
FFO: Leatherface, Samiam, Dillinger 4, Boy
Sets Fire
Stage - Rebellion / Friday - 00:40
MILLIE MANDERS AND THE SHUTUP
“High-octane, fierce, bursting with attitude
and almost obnoxiously addictive” –
Fortitude Magazine.
FFO: Skindred, Capdown, Skunk Anansie
Stage - Gorilla / Saturday - 15:20
MISANTROPIC
Antifa hardcore punk from Northern
Sweden.
FFO: Sacrilege, Nausea, Slayer, Anticimex,
Detestation
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 18:50
MISFORTUNE COOKIE
Like a train that steams right through the
night.
FFO: Bear Trade, Helen Chambers, beer,
good times
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 20:10

MYTERI
Myteri is a D.I.Y band from Sweden who
plays melodic crust.
FFO: From Ashes Rise, Morrow
Stage - Zombie Shack / Saturday - 17:20
NERVUS
Death Cab For Cutie performed by
Alkaline Trio.
FFO: Alkaline Trio, Worriers,
The Lawrence Arms
Stage - The Union / Friday - 19:10
NOSEBLEED
Short, sharp, rock ‘n’ roll.
FFO:The Hives, The Computers,
Motorhead
Stage - The Union / Friday - 15:30
NOT ON TOUR
Started as a joke, still funny as hell!
FFO: Lagwagon, Dover, Masked Intruder,
Good Riddance, Face To Face, Frenzal
Rhomb, The Decline, No Doubt
Stage - Gorilla / Sunday - 21:00
OFFICER DOWN
Melodic punk/hardcore from the Midlands.
FFO: Strike Anywhere, Leftover Crack, Bad
Religion, Pennywise
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 23:50

MUNCIE GIRLS
ONE EYED GOD
Indie pop band pretending to be punk
Punky ska, reggae and dub with sax driven
since 2012.
melodies and Balkan bouzouki licks. The
FFO: Martha, Hop Along, Los Campesinos!
music embodies the carnival atmosphere
Stage - Gorilla / Saturday - 16:10
of a festival with lyrics that showcase both
the reality and the absurdity of life.
FFO: Inner Terrestrials, RDF, PAIN, A0S3
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 16:30

PARDON US
Mild mannered/severely polite melodic
punk rock from Liverpool.
FFO: Jawbreaker, J Church, Off With Their
Heads, Buzzcocks, Leatherface
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 16:30

PRESS CLUB
Press Club are frenetic and raw DIY punk
band from Australia.
FFO: Japandroids, Hüsker Dü, The
Bennies, The Smith Street Band
Stage - The Union / Saturday - 17:10

PERKIE
RASH DECISION
Zero Guitars.
Triple vocal attack crossover thrashy
FFO: Regina Spektor, Waxahatchee, Sufjan
fastcore hardcore punk from service station
Stevens, Courtney Barnett, Big Thief
loiterers spewed out of deepest darkest
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Cornwall.
Sunday - 17:20
FFO: Zeke, Iron Regan, Assholeparade,
Crumbsuckers, Cro-Mags, MDC, DRI and
PIJN
fast things.
Sad punk/punk chill out room/loud and
Stage - The Bread Shed / Friday - 17:00
long-winded.
FFO: Russian Circles, Neurosis, taking a
RESTORATIONS
break from punk for 30 mins or so
Stadium rock for punks.
Stage - Gorilla / Sunday - 16:10
FFO: Bruce Springsteen, The Menzingers,
Lucero
POISONOUS CUNT
Stage - Gorilla / Saturday - 19:50
Music to slap your Nan’s clit to.
FFO: Eyehategod, Bérurier Noir, Crass,
SALVO
The Slits, Pleasure Seekers, Peaches,
Proper hardcore punk rock from the NorthIndigesti, Negazione, ABBA, Cardi B,
West.
Brujeria, Cryptic Slaughter, Napalm Death,
FFO: Negative Approach, SOA, Ripcord
Imbalance, Kenny Arkana, Eyedea &
Stage - Zombie Shack / Saturday - 00:05
Abilities, Lunachicks, Black Sabbath,
Weedeater, John Waters
SAM RUSSO
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 21:10
Mystic Punk Conjures An Orgy Of Solitude.
FFO: The Lawrence Arms, Tim Barry,
POPES OF CHILLITOWN
Lucero, Alkaline Trio, Chuck Ragan, Cradle
With enough energy to power a small
of Filth, Kelly Kemp, Masked Intruder, Iron
city, Popes take you on journeys through
Chic, The Menzingers
ska/punk/dub/rock/2tone/metal/hip-hop/
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
drum&bass/reggae and more.
Sunday - 15:00
FFO: Capdown, King Prawn, Random
Hand
Stage - The Bread Shed / Sunday - 18:50

SAMIAM
Legendary California punk rockers.
FFO: Samiam, Samiam, Samiam
Stage - The Union / Sunday - 21:20
SCHEISSE MINNELLI
Don’t trust anyone under 30.
FFO: RKL, Negative Approach
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 23:00
SCREECH BATS
BAT.SHIT.CRAZY!
FFO: Against Me!, Distillers, Alkaline Trio,
Bad Religion
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 19:10
SKIN OF TEARS
Germany’s melodic Skate Punk Legends!
FFO: NOFX, Operation Ivy, Descendents,
NUFAN
Stage - Zombie Shack /
Saturday - 14:50
SKINNY MILK
Fuzzed out, garage punk.
FFO: Thee Oh Sees, Ty Segall, Bass Drum
of Death
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 00:10
SLUMB PARTY
A post-punk-skronk party of hip-gyrating
magnitude.
FFO: Big Boys, Contortions, Nation Of
Ulysses, Gang Of Four, Minutemen
Stage - Bread Shed / Sunday - 15:20

SMALL GODS
Status Quo with more denim
and less chords.
FFO: RFTC, Hot Snakes, The Marked
Men, Radioactivity, Status Quo, Oingo
Boingo.
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 14:00
SMOKE OR FIRE
Fat Wreck melodic punk legends.
FFO: The Lawrence Arms, Nothington
Stage - The Union / Saturday - 20:10
SNUFF
Pretty shit, wouldn’t bother if I were you.
FFO: GBH, The Who
Stage - The Union / Saturday - 21:20
SONIC BOOM SIX
An explosive and outspoken five-piece
described as “taking ska, pop, grime,
dubstep, punk and metal apart, then
rebuilding them as a hyperactive hybrid”
(Kerrang! Magazine).
FFO: The Specials, The Clash, King
Prawn, The Selecter, The Fugees, Enter
Shikari, Skindred, CapDown
Stage - The Bread Shed (Big Tone) /
Friday - 00:45
SONNET 13
Groovy metallic hardcore.
FFO: Biohazard, Madball, Hatebreed
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 20:05
SPEED DINOSAURS
Fast songs played by an acoustic 3 piece
with loads of harmonies.
FFO: Bad Religion, Rancid, System of a
Down, Beastie Boys, Sublime, NOFX,
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Friday - 16:35

STÖJ SNAK
ScreamerSongwriter party packed with
raw energy and catchy songs.
FFO: Early Against Me!, Andrew Jackson
Jihad, Blackbird Raum, Mighty Midgets
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Friday - 17:30
SUBHUMANS
Driving anarcho punk through walls.
FFO: Crass/Discharge/Adverts
Stage - The Bread Shed / Friday - 21:00
SUCH GOLD
Melodic punk rock from NY.
FFO: Daggermouth, No Trigger,
After The Fall
Stage - The Union / Friday - 17:10
SUGGESTED FRIENDS
London quartet blending 70s soft rock and
90s alt rock to deconstruct the minutiae of
everyday existence.
FFO: Ratboys, Blake Babies, Martha
Stage - The Bread Shed / Friday - 14:30
SVALBARD
Post Hardcore/Crust/Post Rock.
FFO: Tragedy, Explosions In the Sky
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 16:10
TEMPLETON PEK
Fast. Melodic.
FFO: Rise Against, Ignite, Offspring
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 23:10
THANX 4 ALL THE SHOES
Skatepunk thrashers from Italy.
FFO: Propagandhi, Bigwig, Strung out
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 22:10

THE AFFECT HEURISTIC
Being two fifths Scottish has left our life
expectancy at 24.3 years.
FFO: Durai, Sikth, Shai Hulud,
A Wilhelm Scream
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 14:50
THE ARTERIES
5 Swansea boyos rocking your ass
to next week.
FFO: AC/DC
Stage - Gorilla / Friday - 17:00
THE BAR STOOL PREACHERS
Fresh punk from Brighton.
Upstroke with a heart!
FFO: Rancid, Wonk Unit, The Filaments
Stage - The Union / Sunday - 20:10
THE BLOODSTRINGS
More than punkabilly: The Bloodstrings
combine melodic punk rock with some
elements from Psychobilly.
FFO: The Distillers, The Baboon Show,
The Creepshow, Koffin Kats, Mad Sin,
The Peacocks
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 17:50
THE CREEPSHOW
High energy punkabilly punch in the face.
FFO: Horrorpops, The Stray Cats, The
Distillers, The Interrupters
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Sunday - 21:00

THE DOMESTICS
Fast, raging, anthemic UKHC.
FFO: Out Cold, Poison Idea, Gauze,
Negative Approach
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Sunday - 19:55
THE FUCKIN’ GLORIOUS
A punk rock self help group for the
insecure and confused.
FFO: Whatever band we listened to/ripped
off this week.
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 15:20
THE HARD ACHES
Two-piece Perfect Little Mess from
Adelaide Australia.
FFO: Camp Cope, Billy Bragg,
Australian slang
Stage - Gorilla / Saturday - 14:30
THE HUMAN PROJECT
Leeds melodic skate-core.
FFO: Propagandhi, Strike Anywhere,
A Wilhelm Scream
Stage - Gorilla / Sunday - 18:50
THE INFESTED
Ska-punk hardcore.
FFO: Positive Junk, Luvdump, Choking
Victim, Capdown, Suicide Machines etc.
Stage - The Bread Shed / Friday - 19:50
THE JUNK
Brighton ska-core back from the dead!
FFO: Capdown, Streetlight Manifesto,
Random Hand, Beat The Red Light,
Faintest Idea
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Sunday - 17:50

THE MIGHTY BOSSMAGS
Madcap punk rock groove machine;
fueled by tales of the supernatural, surreal
& sinful.
FFO: System Of A Down, Madness,
Misfits, Dead Kennedys, King Prawn,
Cardiacs, The Prodigy, Mr. Bungle
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 17:20
THE PENSKE FILE
The Penske File are here for your souls,
maybe.
FFO: Against Me!, The Gaslight Anthem,
The Menzingers
Stage - The Bread Shed / Friday - 17:50
THE WINTER PASSING
Hook Heavy Indie Rock.
FFO: The Get Up Kids, The Anniversary,
Joyce Manor, Lemuria, Saves The Day
Stage - The Union / Sunday - 18:10
THE ZIPHEADS
Punk and rockabilly.
FFO: Stray Cats, The Clash, The Living
End, Reverend Horton Heat
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Saturday - 17:00
THROWING STUFF
The Best Band In The World on The Best
Label In The World.
FFO: The Steal, Minor Threat, Paint It Black
Stage - Rebellion / Friday - 23:50
TIM LOUD FULL BAND
Post-diddly, hard-edge,
grime-core punk & blues.
FFO: Legendary Shack Shakers,
Kultur Shock, Days n Daze, Bootscraper
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Sunday - 14:30

TOM MAY & ROGER HARVEY
Tom May (The Menzingers) & Roger
Harvey bring a family-style collaboration of
each other’s songs.
FFO: The Menzingers, Chuck Ragan, Tom
Waits, Jon Prine, Regina Spektor, Kasey
Musgraves, Willie Nelson
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Saturday - 18:30
TONY GORILLA
Hardcore punk rock on the razor’s edge!
FFO: Modern old school punk rock/
hardcore
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 17:20
TRAGICAL HISTORY TOUR
Acoustic Cowpunk Bangers + Ballads.
FFO: Tim Barry, Leatherface, Chuck
Ragan
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Sunday - 16:30
WADEYE
The North West’s hardest and most
dangerous band. With a healthy dose of
health, anger and alcohol issues. Fun for
all the family.
FFO: The Filaments
Stage - Gorilla / Friday - 15:20
WE BLESS THIS MESS
Counscious folk punk.
FFO: Against Me!, Frank Turner,
Chuck Ragan
Stage - Brickhouse Social /
Sunday - 13:30
WELL WISHER
PARTY EMOTIONAL STILL ALIVE!
FFO: Jangly Emo, D-Beat, Wrestling
Stage - Zombie Shack / Friday - 21:10

WERECATS
Garagey pop punk from South London.
FFO: Ramones, The Fastbacks, The
Muffs, The Ronettes, The 5,6,7,8s
Stage - Zombie Shack / Sunday - 14:50
WOAHNOWS
Noisy poppy indie punk.
FFO: Tenement, The Cars, Martha
Stage - The Union / Friday - 18:10
WOLFRIK
Guys being dudes playing tunes.
FFO: A Wilhelm Scream, Protest the Hero,
Revocation, Strung Out, Every Time I Die
Stage - The Bread Shed / Friday - 18:50
YOUNG CONSERVATIVES
Politically-charged hardcore punk
with melody.
FFO: SST Records, Dischord Records,
Naked Raygun, Poison Idea
Stage - Zombie Shack /
Saturday - 22:10
YOUTH AVOIDERS
Hardcore punk from Paris.
FFO: Minor Threat, Career Suicide, The
Hives, Red Dons, Dean Dirg
Stage - The Bread Shed /
Sunday - 23:00
ZERO NEGATIVE
Northern Meat.
FFO: Adolescents, Black Flag, Dag Nasty,
Poison Idea, Dead Boys
Stage - Zombie Shack /
Saturday - 20:05
ONE LINERS PROVIDED
BY THE BANDS.

THE VEGAN
PUNKS’
MANCHESTER
FOOD GUIDE
Welcome to the Vegan Punks’ guide to
eating vegan in Manchester – we took on
the challenge of eating our way around
the top vegan hot spots in our favourite
Northern city, so you don’t have to! Here’s
what we found.

PIE & ALE

A popular bar in the Northern Quarter, Pie &
Ale offer an extensive menu of homemade
pies inspired by global cuisines. They
even offer a roast dinner pie on Sundays!
We tried the Mushroom Stroganoff and
Moussaka pies and would definitely eat
again, along with their creamy mash
(which is vegan as standard). They also
offer an extensive list of ales – and most are
vegan. Just ask their staff for which other
drinks are vegan, they’re very helpful.
Perfect for: quick eats, beers, great
vegan options and hearty food.

V-REV

V-Rev need no introduction – from what
we can tell, they’re Manchester vegan
royalty. If you’re looking for a quick bite
or a junk food hit, this is the place to go.
Set in the heart of the Northern Quarter,
their junk food menu stacks up – literally.
Try the ‘Donut have a cow, man’ for a
burger set between two donuts or the
‘Barbecute without the “e”’ to get a hit of
their vegan ‘beef’, and not to forget their
‘chik’n’ – it’s perfectly spiced and would
give London’s Temple of Seitan a run for
their money! We’ve gone back here each
time we’ve been in Manchester and would
go again. Just don’t expect to feel healthy
afterwards. You can go on a detox after
MPF, right?
Perfect for: vegan junk food, quick eats,
best named dishes.

BUNDOBUST

We first visited Bundobust during
Manchester Punk Festival 2018, and we
loved it. They offer up vibrant veggie and
vegan Indian street food served with craft
beer from local and international breweries
in a friendly communal space. Located in
a basement on Piccadilly, Bundobust is a
stone’s throw from the city’s independent
Northern Quarter. We’d highly recommend
the tarka dal, masala dosa and the idli
sambar. Order a couple of dishes each
and share, tapas-style! That’s what we do
anyway.
Perfect for: curry fiends, vegan and
vegetarian options, craft beer lovers.

PASTA FACTORY

The Pasta Factory might be the friendliest
restaurant in Manchester. Upon arrival
you’ll be greeted by their lovely staff and
they ask everyone if they have allergies
or dietary requirements before ordering.
They’ve created hearty and authentic
Italian dishes that you can tell they’re
proud of. We’d recommend the Panelle to
start – it’s light and crispy on the outside,
soft on the inside and served with a
delicious salsa. They make their own
range of vegan cheese and even bring
you vegan parmesan so you’re not left
out! All drinks are vegan and staff are very
knowledgeable.
Perfect for: carb loading, great vegan
options, sit-down meal.

VERTIGO

Newly opened in January 2019, Vertigo
are putting healthy and hearty plant-based
food on the map. The cafe decor itself is
very Instagrammable – think indoor plants,
geometrics and a general relaxing vibe.
Go here if you need to treat your body to
something nourishing in between shows.
We went for the full English breakfast
and can confirm – it’s hangover-busting.
If you’re looking for something a little
lighter, they offer sweet breakfasts, vegan
sausage sandwiches and bowls too. Also
open for lunch and dinner, and serve great
coffee all day long, with a range of plant
milks.
Perfect for: hangover-busting
breakfasts, caffeine hit, superfood
boost, all vegan.

TROF

Trof might be the trendiest eatery in
Manchester – think exposed brick work
and industrial lighting. Great for breakfast
and cocktails, and breakfast cocktails.
We had a hearty hangover-curing full
English here – they even offer vegan black
pudding. We’ve never seen anywhere
offering that down south! One of the
best happy hours around – £5 cocktails,
£3.50 G&Ts and £3.50 lagers, 4-8pm
everyday. Exceptional espresso martinis
and an extensive bourbon menu. Would
recommend booking a table as their three
floors of seating fill up quick.
Perfect for: brunch, cocktails, hangover
breakfasts, happy hour, vegan options

THE DEAF INSTITUTE

The Deaf Institute is Trof’s cooler, rough
around the edges, younger brother. 80% of
their menu is vegan so there’s something
for everyone’s taste, as well as offering daily
plant-based specials. The menu is made
up of a range of mostly American-themed
junk food, with a few healthier options
thrown in, from loaded hot dogs and
nachos, to mac & cheese, quinoa bowls,
and even vegan ice cream for pudding! All
set to a soundtrack of surf, garage, hiphop,
underground and breaking bands. And
don’t forget about The Vegan Hangover
on Sundays, where their entire menu is
dedicated to curing your hangover, veganstyle. You can get a burger and a beer for
£10 with your MPF wristband.
Perfect for: fun times, cask ales,
American junk food, lots of vegan
options.

IDLE HANDS

Lovely coffee shop with exposed brick
walls, quirky lighting and a cool art space
vibe, serving excellent coffee, pie and
other eats. In their own words, ‘Idle Hands
is not just for those who enjoy drinking,
tasting and making coffee, but those
who enjoy discussing and researching
it.’ Making artisan coffee with a variety of
plant-based milks, vegan cakes and a few
vegan options on their breakfast and lunch
menu.10% off with your wristband.
Perfect for: coffee, chilled vibes, hipster
punks, vegan options

THE EIGHTH DAY CAFE

Eighth Day Vegetarian Cafe and shop
is one of the longest running worker cooperatives in the North West. It’s another
top spot for breakfast but they also offer
a full menu – Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner
inspired by foods from every continent, and
is very affordable. If you get a chance, pop
into their vegan and vegetarian grocery
store – they have nutritionists, natural
beauty experts, foodies and wine buffs
on hand to share their knowledge. Don’t
forget, you get 10% discount with your
MPF wristband in their cafe (orders over
£5)!
Perfect for: cheap eats, hearty comfort
food, vegan full English

MANCHESTER VEGAN CAFE
AND WELLBEING CENTRE

Located on the ground floor of what might
be the most famous alternative landmark
in Manchester, Afflecks Palace, the centre
is accessible to all. They make affordable
plant-based grub that’s catered for all
diets. Their breakfast menu starts from
£3.70 for a Full English and is served until
midday. Lunch features hearty mains like
shepherd’s pie or bean burgers, through to
lighter options like naked burritos or healthy
Buddha bowls. We especially love their
fresh juice – orange, ginger and carrot wins
us over every time.
Perfect for: cheap eats, breakfast and
lunch, chilling, all vegan menu, gluten
free options

GRUB

LUCKY CAT

(INSIDE ROCKERS)

GRUB has to be the coolest place for
casual dining in Manchester, located just
a stone’s throw away from Manchester
Piccadilly train station. They pop up in the
Fairfield Social Club every Friday-Sunday.
On Fridays and Saturdays they offer all
types of food and traders are strongly
encouraged to offer a great vegan option,
and every Sunday is entirely plant-powered!
Their bar is 100% vegan and takes card
payments only. It offers a super trendy vibe,
especially in their ‘snug zone’ decorated
with fairy lights, vintage sofas and lamp
shades.
Perfect for: street food, vegan options,
vegan Sundays, vegan booze, chilling

We can’t visit Manchester without popping
into Rockers and the Lucky Cat, the coolest
alternative shop in central Manchester, just
around the corner from Afflecks Palace.
Grab a quick burrito or sos roll from the
Lucky Cat counter, and check out the punk
rock patches, pin-up outfits or 50’s style hair
accessories on offer in the shop – all under
one roof. If you need an afternoon pick-meup, check out their cake counter – all vegan
and truly delicious. We can never resist.
Treat yo’self.
Perfect for: quick and cheap eats, vegan
cakes, 50s-style clothes, punk rock And not to forget the brilliant MPF venues.
THE UNION offers an extensive vegan
patches
menu and GORILLA offers a big ol’ vegan
LITTLE ALADDIN breakfast and a couple of lunch and dinner
We’re yet to eat at Little Aladdin but every options too. THE TEATIME COLLECTIVE
vegan group on Facebook gives it top will be popping up at the THIRSTY
marks so we had to include it here. Serving SCHOLAR serving all-vegan fast food
curries, burgers and falafel from 11:30am again. BRICKHOUSE SOCIAL offer vegan
through to 9:30pm (Mon-Sat) it’s the nachos and a couple of other junk foodperfect place to grab a quick bite, and very style options and THE FONT do a vegan
affordable too, with curries starting from brekkie too.
£4.50. They even do vegan cheesy chips.
We hope you enjoy all the good eats
There’s not much seating so you may need
in this guide – tag us on Instagram
to grab a bite and head elsewhere to eat.
when you visit them or hashtag
Perfect for: quick and cheap eats, curry
#VeganPunksManchester! You can also
fiends, all vegan menu
check out our blog at veganpunks.co.uk
– enjoy!
IG: @vegan_punks
FB: facebook.com/veganpunks

INTERVIEWS

All interviews by Sarah W, who looks after Shout Louder: a music zine for punks who
don’t like papercuts. For honest and amusing interviews, articles and podcasts about
punk rock, go check out shout-louder.com

MARTHA

Musically, do you all have similar tastes
or is there a wide variety of influences?
We united around a love of motown,
garage punk and power pop to begin
with, and generally we stick to a pop
path when writing songs. But there’s
also variety in our individual tastes. Daniel
likes a lot of heavier music and that’s
probably where he developed his chops
for shredding and solos.

You’ve got a new album ‘Love Keeps
Kicking’. How do you think you’ve
grown as a band since ‘Blisters In The
Pit Of My Heart’?
The new record is a bit more world weary
and sombre, but it’s still got hope and
optimism within it. And it’s full of songs
we’d want to listen to. The world feels How important do you think the ‘DIY’
fucking shit, and that’s bound to filter approach is to you as a band?
through into songwriting.
It’s important but it’s gotten harder and
What can fans expect from the new harder to be DIY as we’ve gotten older
and life has gotten in the way. We’ve had
album?
to admit that we need help in ways we
Love songs, sad songs, pop songs, never used to, and that’s not the end of
references to places in Durham city, the world. Or maybe it is? We couldn’t
where working class people used to go have toured the USA last year without
that have been bulldozed to make way for help from a proper booking agent as the
student accommodation.
US system requires visas to travel, and we
couldn’t risk spending money on flights
You’ve been described as having an and being turned away at the border. The
‘unashamedly Northern edge’. How do main thing for us is being critical (and selfyou feel your Durham roots influenced critical) about our relationship with ‘the
your sound?
music industry’, and being sustainable as
It’s who we are and so it’s inevitable it a band.
comes out in the music. We can’t really
avoid it. I think it’s also the case that when This is your second time at MPF. What
bands from smaller towns sound like they was most memorable about your first
really sound, it’s more noticable just by time playing?
virtue of being a bit different. Every band It was amazing to play before and get
is from somewhere!
to watch Paint It Black last time! We’re
excited to play again this year. Manchester
has always been one of the best cities to
play in and this show will be the equivalent
of a Manchester album launch show for
us, so we’re very excited.

What do you think makes MPF so
special?
MPF seems to bring together so many
friends, bands, labels and punks from all
over, who we don’t get to see as much as
we’d like! It’s a fun time and we feel very
lucky to be involved again. Even though
we see ourselves as a punk band, we
kind of sit between punk and indie-pop
a lot of the time, so it’s a nice vote of
confidence in our punk credentials to get
asked back!

It’s hard to say what success is objectively.
I think still being a band after 7 years is a
success, regardless of anything external!
We appreciate the support we’ve
gotten so much and we feel very lucky
that people come to see us or buy our
records. We also know that, in the grand
scheme of things, we’re a small band,
with very little profile beyond our bubble
and that’s fine. I think real pressure would
be if we were ever at the point where we
were able to make a living off the band.
That would be scary cause it would be like
‘we need this album to go well or we can’t
What part of the festival are you most pay our rent’. We all have day jobs and so
excited for?
the pressure is less life or death!
There’s a lot of great bands playing; we’re
particularly excited for Fresh, Muncie What are your ambitions for Martha in
Girls, Kermes, Nervus, Big Joanie, future?
Woahnows, Youth Avoiders and, of We’d love a benevolent millionaire to pay
course, the beautiful nightmare of late us to do this full time. Or for a hit movie to
night Grafteoke! Plus loads of others!
use one of our songs so we can live off
royalties. Or just to keep doing what we’ve
Martha has grown a lot in popularity in been doing for a few more years! Also
recent years - it’s hard to find someone we’d like to play with Ted Leo some day.
who doesn’t enjoy your music! Do you
feel that there’s a pressure that comes
Martha play on Saturday at Gorilla
with that success?

at 21:00

INCISIONS

Jokes aside, we started the band to
be a part of this festival so everything
Manchester lads, Incisions, are about it was special for us.
the hottest new addition to the
TNSrecords roster, delivering What do you think makes MPF
exciting, chaotic, furious punk so special?
rock. We spoke to frontman
Jordan Lloyd about the festival The atmosphere the festival
that brought the band together.
creates, and the community, sets it
apart from most other festivals I’ve
As a Manchester band, what do been to.
you think is best about our local
punk rock scene?
I also know how many sacrifices
people make to be in DIY bands,
What sets Manchester apart is the so to have seen my friends in
number of amazing promoters Pizzatramp, Fair Do’s and Riggots
committed to sharing the best of play to packed-out rooms was
what the DIY scene has to offer. really special.
The AU guys do an amazing job
bringing touring bands into town, What would be your advice to
Col is smashing it with the scary someone hoping to get the most
bands, Holly and Hell Hath No Fury from MPF?
are doing an amazing job showing
off the diversity of the scene... the list Don’t just watch the bands you
goes on.
know you like. Go and find your
new favourite band instead. Also,
What was most memorable buy me a beer cos I’m a right laugh.
about your set last year?
Also, buy an Incisions LP.
The main thing that stuck with me
after our set last year was the five
months of dread waiting for the
MPRV interview we did to appear
online. Anyone that saw us knows
that, in true Incisions fashion, I
wasn’t in any fit state to be getting
interviewed five minutes before we
played.

What can Incisions offer, that no
other band can?
Freezing John Tetley (hardest
drummer at the festival) and 30
minutes of wondering how the fuck
we’re still alive.
Incisions play on Friday at Gorilla
at 14:30

SCREECH BATS

MPF will sadly be Screech Bats final
show. Do you have anything special
planned for the funeral?
We are planning to go out of this world just
like we came into it: screaming, disoriented
and sodden with goo.
Why are you using MPF as your send
off?
MPF is a festival that we really wanted to
tick off the bucket list, and it made sense
to go out on a high. Plus for Christmas our
mate adopted Esme a pig called Truffles
that lives just outside Manchester in a Pig
& Terrapin sanctuary in Rochdale, so we
can all go pat her on the belly for some post
funeral sad-be-gones.

And what’s been the toughest moment
as a band?
Aside from the occasional onstage lip
slip, the toughest times have been being
mistaken for the band’s girlfriends or for
strippers at shows we were headlining.
Why are you deciding to call it a day
now?
Screech Bats was only ever meant to be
about having fun, and it’s been exactly that.
However, sadly, it’s become difficult to fit
the band in around other life commitments.
It was a tough and heartbreaking decision,
but we all wanted to kill it while it was still
fun, before it became a chore for any one
of us.

What do you think makes MPF so
special?
We have heard nothing but excellent tales.
We’re super excited to check out the
punk cinema, visit the comedy and poetry
stages, eat some vegan street food and, of
course, watch some excellent music. The
What’s been your proudest moment biggest bonus for us is that so many of our
with the band?
friends are playing, so it’s gonna be a big ol’
Getting a review for our latest EP that mates fest for our last show!
included the sentence ‘not to be liked by
Screech Bats play on Friday at Zombie
anyone with good taste in music, ever.’
Shack at 19:10.
If you were giving a eulogy for Screech
Bats, what would you say?
It’s true what they say; live by the probe, die
by the probe.

WOLFRIK

Wolfrik are a high-octane melodicthrash band joining us from Edmonton
in Canada as part of their first European
tour, championed by Lockjaw Records.
We spoke to guitarist Mark Seifeddine
to understand why UK punks are falling
in love with them.

Your sound is a melting pot of different
influences - elements of skate-punk,
melodic hardcore and classic rock.
How did that develop?
It starts with all of us being fans of music
in general. We listen to all of it: punk, hip
hop, metal, blues, rock and everything else
in between. We just write what feels good.
The Wolfrik sound starts there: we never
put expectations on our sound or what we
write; we just want to do our own thing and
have fun with it.

This is the beginning of your first ever
European tour! You must be stoked.
It’s exciting to know we will be playing What most excites you about MPF?
shows almost every night for three weeks.
To do it in a place like Europe for the first We’ve heard so many good things about
MPF we are extremely grateful to be a part
time is going to be pretty special.
of it. We’re most stoked to meet people
Why should we come to see Wolfrik at and create connections through the music,
with fans new and old. Seeing new places
MPF?
with your best friends is pretty cool too.
We know how to make you have a good
time. Our mix of melodic thrash-punk Who are you most excited to see at the
accompanied by a high-energy live festival?
performance will get the crowd moving
fast. And if moshing isn’t your style, you It’s going to be great seeing 88 Fingers
can easily get lost in the technical riffs that Louie, Authority Zero and The Penske File
all in the same night.
will make your head spin.
Wolfrik play on Friday at The Bread
Shed at 18:50

NOT ON TOUR

What can an MPF crowd expect from
Not On Tour?

What’s been your proudest moment
Nir (bass): An energetic show with a with Not On Tour?
kickass female singer, fast and catchy
melodic punk rock tunes that won’t let you Nir: There have been many, but playing
stand without shaking your booty.
shows with Lagwagon must be one of our
top proudest moments, especially when
What part of MPF are you most excited Sima joined Joey Cape to sing on stage.
for?
How has the band grown since your
Nir: This is our first time playing a UK festival, last UK tour, in 2013?
so pretty much everything! The vibes, the
people and, of course, the bands.
Nir: A major change is our new guitar
player, Mati. This was the first time we
Gutzy (drums): I’m waiting to see Doom. wrote music with another guitarist, and we
I couldn’t even believe they are on the bill. are really pleased with the result! You can
hear it all in our new album ‘Growing Pains’.
How has your Israeli background
influenced your sound?
Sima (vocals): We’ve played in a lot of other
countries since then: all over Europe and
Nir: It’s pretty difficult to start a band in Israel, also Japan and Russia. The last 3 years
as instruments are expensive and there is there’s been a big change in the size of the
little cultural support. We like to think that crowds and places we play.
these conditions make us (and other Israeli
bands) push harder and make better ‘Growing Pains’ is out on SBAM
music in an attempt to stand out from the Records and La Agonía De Vivir on April
crowd. Also, Israel is a pretty stressful place 12th - how does this album compare to
to live in, and our music is where we let it all your previous releases?
out. I think it’s pretty audible.
Nir: It’s better! We love this album dearly,
Gutzy: I think the biggest advantage of and we feel like it has the best music we’ve
being in a small scene in the Middle East is written so far in our time together as a
that it is very eclectic by nature. There aren’t band. Musically it has some more complex
any ‘fashion cliques’ and there are fewer bits as we try to stay interested in what we
subdivisions in the alternative scenes, so play, so some of the songs are definitely a
generally people don’t wall themselves challenge for us.
within established genre-oriented scenes
like you see in bigger places. I also think
there are very few prospects of local
success for alternative bands and, while
many bands take a while to figure it out, it’s
a very liberating realisation if you are in it for
the music.

Your latest single ‘Therapy’ talks about What would you say is the winning
mental health - can listeners expect formula for a perfect punk rock band?
similar themes on the record?
Nir: Do whatever you want! And get a good
Sima: I’ve always written about mental drummer. Good drummers make bands
issues and anxiety, depression, with great.
metaphors.
Gutzy: Ha! A band with a shit drummer
Nir: This record is very versatile lyric-wise. will have a lot of trouble, but even the best
Some songs are joke songs, others talk drummer won’t save a boring band. I think
about social issues, childhood experiences a perfect punk rock band has infectious
and more.
positive vibes, or the ability to make you
relate and put a smile on your face, without
listening to a single note.
Not On Tour play on Sunday at 21:00 at
Gorilla.

DEAD CAT
COMEDY
STAGE

AT THE THIRSTY SCHOLAR

DEAD CAT COMEDY have been running
alternative comedy shows across UK
since 2012. In 2018, Dead Cat launched
MPF’s first ever Comedy Stage. It was a
magnificent afternoon of entertainment,
Chaz from Lightyear described it as “better
than expected”. In 2019, Dead Cat returns
with 3 days of gut-busting hardcore
hilarity. Every act has been hand-picked
to satisfy any true punk/comedy fan. Your
resident MCs for the weekend will be New
Zealand export SULLY O’SULLIVAN and
Drag Queen SCARLET SOHANDSOME.
Headliners include hi-tech wizards
FOXDOG STUDIOS, Edinburgh Fringe
award-winner WIL HODGSON and star of
Russell T Davies’ ‘Cucumber, Banana and
Tofu’ BETHANY BLACK. Plus support
from a diverse pool of UK’s best comedy
talent.

SCARLET SOHANDSOME (MC)
Scarlet SoHandsome is one of UK’s
leading Drag Comedians. Near-theknuckle entertainment for the jovially
insane. Scarlet represented Manchester’s
premier fetish club in Drag Idol 2017, hot
off the heels of a UK tour supporting the
star of RuPaul’s Drag Race, Miz Cracker.
Razor-sharp stand-up effortlessly paired
with tantalising audience interaction. Like
Joan Rivers, but younger, prettier and not
dead.
“A f*cking pro! A top-class on-point
example of a Drag Comedian” ScotsGay
“I’d pay good money to see her” Kerry
Katona

SULLY O’SULLIVAN (MC)
Sully O’Sullivan’s been declared a highlight
of the New Zealand International Comedy
Festival by The NZ Herald, a highlight of the
Glasgow International Comedy Festival by
The Scotsman, featured on Australian TV’s
‘The Comedy Channel’, won Canada’s
annual ‘Improvaganza’ Tournament,
and supported cult heavy metal comic
Steve Hughes on two UK national tours
spanning over 100 shows.
“A wicked sense of humour” BBC
“A blast of hilarity” Manchester Evening
News
BETHANY BLACK

Bethany Black has been a professional
stand-up comedian since 2004. Over the
course of her career she has performed
alongside some of the biggest names
in Comedy, including Allan Carr, Sarah
Millican, Tim Minchin and Rhys Darby. In
2015 she was cast as Helen in Russell T
Davies multi channel shows ‘Cucumber,
Banana and Tofu’ where she was the first
trans actress to play a leading role.
‘I went for an hour laughing at every other
word’
★★★★★ The LGBT Arts Review
“Dark tinged, yet magical” The Guardian
FRIDAY: 17.05

RACHEL FAIRBURN

The star of All Killa, No Filla podcast.
Sweet as chocolate and twice as dark,
Rachel’s comedy treads the line between
kitchen sink confessional and a bleakness
unmatched by her peers. A finalist of
several prestigious competitions including
Funny Women, City Life Comedian of the
Year, NATY’S, English Comedian of the
Year and the Welsh Unsigned Stand Up
Award she can move from amiable and
engaging comedy to serial killers in the

same sentence. Has huge presence in a
pint-sized frame… hilariously harsh and
acerbic at times – but even-handed.
★★★★ Chortle
FRIDAY: 16:45

FOXDOG STUDIOS

Foxdog Studios is a double act comprised
of IT professionals-turned-comedians Lloyd
Henning and Peter Sutton. Combining
comedy, computer programming and rock
music, Foxdog Studios are making a name
for themselves as the most innovative act
to emerge.
Bringing multimedia audience participation
to the mobile phone in your pocket, the
duo has performed their unique brand of
comedy to sold-out audiences nationwide
and played at festivals in the UK and
beyond. Their 2018 Edinburgh Fringe
show Foxdog Studios: Robot Chef sold
out in advance, with extra shows added
to meet phenomenal demand. The show
earned them a British Comedy Guide
recommendation along with spots on
numerous publications’ top picks of the
Fringe, including The Independent’s ‘Best
Comedy Shows to see’, The Scotsman’s
‘Most Unusual Comedy Shows at the
Fringe’ and The Skinny’s ‘Top Picks’.
★★★★★ The Skinny
★★★★★ Broadway Baby
SATURDAY: 17:00

AMY GLEDHILL

Brimming with natural warmth and
charm, Gledhill’s stand up is a unique
blend of confessional stories, intelligent
observations and ridiculous, off-beat
daftness. She “commands the stage”
(Funny Women) with her playful energy and
is as unpretentious as a sock in a puddle.
“Silly, vivacious and very funny” Richard
Herring
“Brilliantly daft and fun” Narc Magazine
SATURDAY: 16:40

WIL HODGSON

Wil is one of the most original comedians
on the circuit. He is a highly articulate
performer and his material tends towards
the autobiographical rather than straight
observation. This former skinhead, punk
and professional wrestler regales us with
takes of anti-fascism, small town prejudice
and his passions in life – big women and
Care Bears. He is known for his fast,
monotone delivery and his extraordinary
persona.
“Genius” Russell Howard
“Consistently generates some of the most
fascinating material around”
The Guardian
SUNDAY: 17:00

EDDY HOO

A comedy enigma from the late 00’s
coming out of retirement for one last gig.
If you’re easily offended just don’t fucking
bother.
“Offensive and outrageous” The List
“capable of wonderful, frustration and
irritation-driven comedy.” Wow247
SUNDAY: 16:10

ROSCO MCLELLAND

Scottish Comedian of the Year Rosco
McClelland is riding the Scottish comedy
revival, hotly tipped as one of its brightest
stars, with bags of potential and professional
accolades to prove he is one to watch.
“He has matured massively into an act
who enjoys taking chances (shows) non
stop progression towards stardom”
Chortle
SUNDAY: 16:35

JAMES MEEHAN

James is a five-star reviewed stand-up
comedian, actor, director and writer.
He was part of the award-winning sketch
troupe Gein’s Family Giftshop. They were
2014 Fosters Edinburgh Comedy Award

Best Newcomer nominees, 2014 London
Sketchfest Best New Sketch Act winners,
2014 London Sketchfest Audience Choice
Award winners.
‘A smart and honest comic, Meehan is fast
becoming one of this city’s favourite stand
ups’ – Manchester Wire
SATURDAY: 15:40

presenter of BBC 6 Music’s Beat of the Day.
A regular headliner of Hammer and Tongue
nationwide poetry tours and is usually to
be found performing a wide variety of live
music and cabaret venues.
FRIDAY: 15:40

PETE PHILLIPSON

10 MINUTE SLOTS

Originally from Lincolnshire, Manchesterbased Pete has been building a name
for himself on the circuit as a fantastically
funny act over the last few years, mixing
fast paced observations and routines with
wonderful characterisations. Pete is able
to command an audience as well as he
commands a variety of accents, wearing his
comedy heart on his sleeve and leaving the
audience in hysterics at his misfortunes and
frustrations with the minutiae of everyday
life. Pete performs at some of the biggest
comedy clubs in the country including The
Stand, Glee, Jongleurs, Baby Blue, Hilarity
Bites, Off the Rails, The Last Laugh, and
The Frog and Bucket. Also breaking into
the London scene, Pete performs for Off
the Kerb, The Comedy Store, The Funny
Side, and Lee Hurst’s Back Yard Bar. Off
stage, you can listen to Pete on Fab Radio
International where he performs the weekly
radio show “Bad Nostalgia” with fellow
comedian Lewis Charlesworth.
SUNDAY: 15:40

THICK RICHARD

Thick Richard has been pedalling his
potty-mouthed poems at festivals and
clubs up and down the land for the last 16
years. His cynical, lyrical, jet-black humour,
intelligent wordplay, well-crafted verse, and
occasionally acerbic, well-targeted comic
attacks have earned him much respect
from artists and audiences from Edinburgh
to Glastonbury. Occasional support for
Kate Tempest, Thick Richard was also

SI BECKWITH (FRIDAY: 16:30)
The North-East’s favourite recovering Emo.
ROSS BRIERLEY (SATURDAY: 16:10)
Award-Winning comedian and one half of
the team behind UK Garage Horse Racing.
SHELL BYRON (FRIDAY: 16:15)
The Scouse Queen of dark humour.
JONNY COLLINS (FRIDAY: 15:15)
A non-binary Goth and presumed Witch.
DEAN COUGHLIN (FRIDAY: 15:30)
Part-time comedian. Part-time tattooist.
Full-time legend.
EVAN DESMARAIS (SATURDAY: 15:15)
Heart-warming comedy from one of
Canada’s finest.
AJ HILL (SUNDAY: 15:15)
Super silly comedy for adults. WARNING!
Performance may contain a remote control
car-mounted dildo.
ADAM HUGHES (SUNDAY: 15:30)
One of Liverpool’s most exciting/terrifying
new acts.
ANNA THOMAS (SATURDAY: 15:30)
Welsh whimsy from one of UK’s hottest
new acts.
TONY WRIGHT (SATURDAY: 16:25)
A lovely young man.

New for 2019! Punk’s not always just been
about three chords, as punk writers, poets
and story-tellers have graced gigs for
decades. This stage will feature some of
the UK’s finest punk poets and poets-whoare-punks for an eclectic mixture of spoken
word. This may be the stage least likely to
feature a moshpit, but it will feature lashings
of rhyme and verse, stories and stanzas,
humour and politics, honesty and passion.
The perfect spot to come for an afternoon
chill (and nurse that hangover).

MARTIN APPLEBY
Martin is a punk, poet, vegetarian, cider
drinker and editor of Paper & Ink Literary Zine
from Hastings, England.
FRIDAY: 13:00
SUKY GOODFELLOW
Hufflepuff Hufflepunk. Edinburgh-based
Suky is a multi-talented multi-hair-coloured
poet whose genres involve Rap Tomfoolery
and Queer Unicornism. From twisting Harry
Potter narratives to political bangers, Suky’s
juggling of comedic madcap styles is a trippy
adventure.
SUNDAY: 13:00
BRIDGET HART
Bristol-based DIY punk, intersectional
feminist, podcaster. Gryffindor-er, Bridget
Hart (formally Jenn Hart) writes love-letters to
women and female solidarity. She writes with
a beautiful anger that not only empowers but
inspires to kick back against the world and
also dig deep within our own introspective
selves. A master of DIY, immediate and
intimate performance, a solid reminder
you’d better watch your mouth. Bridget has
performed across the country at DIY shows,
festivals and protests. She has appeared on
stage with Petrol Girls, Atterkop and And The
Wasters, speaking out against inequality at
shows. Her poems are featured in numerous
zines. She is the co-host of Chips and
Beans, the popular podcast for punks. In
2013 she released a zine of poems called
Scraped Knees and Sob Stories followed
by her chapbook Better Watch Your Mouth
(Burning Eye Books 2017).
SATURDAY: 14:00

HENRY RABY
Henry Raby is a scrawny Nerd Punk poet
from the gritty, mean streets of York. His
performance style is an anarchic and
energetic tumble from cartoons and comics
to politics (and dinosaurs). His first poetry
collection, Nerd Punk, was published
through Burning Eye Books and in 2018
he toured Whatever Happened To Vandal
Raptor? a solo show about music and
growing up (and dinosaurs).
SUNDAY: 14:00

THE MPF
POETRY
STAGE

AT THE THIRSTY SCHOLAR

GENEVIÈVE L. WALSH
Geneviève L. Walsh is a writer and performer
of ‘incomparable, socially aware poetry’ [The
Punk Site], who has performed in every
scary backstreet pub you can imagine. Her
debut collection The Dance of a Thousand
Losers was published by Flapjack Press in
2017 and her one-woman show A Place
in the Shade will debut in 2019. She is the
founder and host of Halifax’s Spoken Weird,
co-host of Stirred and co-founder of The
Invisible Disabilities Slam.
FRIDAY: 14:00

KIT RAYNE
Kit is probably 29, drinks too much coffee,
and sometimes likes to say words to people.
Lead dreamer for Indie publisher Umbrella
Poetry, Kit’s own work covers important
topics such as mental health, relationships,
and her experience being trans and queer
in 2019.
SIMON WIDDOP
FRIDAY: 13:30
Simon Widdop is a punk poet from Wakefield
(Ossett if you want to get technical), West
CYNTHIA RODRÍGUEZ
Yorkshire. His poetry covers everything
Mexican-British writer and performer based from band t-shirts, a chance encounter with
in Leicester, constantly experimenting with former Buddhist monks through to more
the possibilities of spoken word. International, down-to-earth reflections on mental health
intersectional and interdisciplinary. Using and the effects of austerity. His debut poetry
poetry to convey everyday realities that collection Sending A Drunk Text Whilst
may remain untold in the media; particularly Sober was released in April 2018 on Plastic
about feminist and queer issues, cultural and Brain Press.
countercultural shock, mental health and SUNDAY: 13:30
self-preservation.
SATURDAY: 13:30
OPEN MIC SESSION
If the punk spirit says anyone can form
a band, then anyone can write a poem.
Hosted by loveable rogue Henry Raby,
come along to share a poem or two or
simply check out some spoken word. Open
to anyone of any experience (and poems
don’t have to be about punk either!).
SATURDAY: 13:00

FRIDAY
TIMES

GORILLA
KING PRAWN
21:00 - 22:00

AUTHORITY ZERO
19:50 - 20:40

THE UNION

88 FINGERS LOUIE
21:20 - 22:30
CONSUMED
20:10 - 21:00
NERVUS
19:10 - 19:50
WOAHNOWS
18:10 - 18:50
SUCH GOLD
17:10 - 17:50
AFTER THE FALL
16:20 - 16:50
NOSEBLEED
15:30 - 16:00

FAINTEST IDEA
18:50 - 19:30
EAT DIRT
17:55 - 18:30

THE ARTERIES
17:00 - 17:35
CALL ME
MALCOLM
16:10 - 16:40
WADEYE
15:20 - 15:50
INCISIONS
14:30 - 15:00

REBELLION
MEAN CAESAR
00:40 - 01:00

THROWING STUFF
23:50 - 00:20
ABOVE THEM
23:00 - 23:30

THE BREAD
SHED
SUBHUMANS
21:00 - 22:00

THE INFESTED
19:50 - 20:40
WOLFRIK
18:50 - 19:30
THE PENSKE FILE
17:50 - 18:30
RASH DECISION
17:00 - 17:30
BIG JOANIE
16:10 - 16:40
CHARMPIT
15:20 - 15:50
SUGGESTED
FRIENDS
14:30 - 15:00

BIG TONE
AFTERPARTY
(THE BREAD SHED)

SONIC BOOM SIX
00:45 - 01:30
CATCH-IT KEBABS
23:55 - 00:25
HARIJAN
23:00 - 23:35

ZOMBIE
SHACK

SKINNY MILK
00:10 - 00:45
TEMPLETON PEK
23:10 - 23:50
THANX 4 ALL THE
SHOES
22:10 - 22:50
WELL WISHER
21:10 - 21:50
MISFORTUNE
COOKIE
20:10 - 20:50
SCREECH BATS
19:10 - 19:50
BATWÖLF
18:15 - 18:50
TONY GORILLA
17:20 - 17:55
PARDON US
16:30 - 17:00
FIGHTS AND FIRES
15:40 - 16:10
THE AFFECT
HEURISTIC
14:50 - 15:20
SMALL GODS
14:00 - 14:30

BRICKHOUSE
SOCIAL
STÖJ SNAK
17:30 - 18:15

SPEED DINOSAURS
16:35 - 17:15
BILLY LIAR
15:45 - 16:20

EBOLA LA’S
15:00 - 15:30

CHLOE HAWES
14:15 - 14:45
DOG HAND
STRING BAND
13:30 - 14:00

THE FONT

FRANK (FILM)
16:40 - 18:15
TOUR STEW PODCAST
15:00 - 16:30
CRASS: THERE IS NO
AUTHORITY (FILM)
13:40 - 14:45
SHOUT LOUDER
PODCAST
12:30 - 13:30

THE THIRSTY
SCHOLAR
POETRY

GENEVIÈVE L. WALSH
14:00 -14:30
KIT RAYNE
13:30 -13:50
MARTIN APPLEBY
13:00 - 13:20

DEAD CAT
COMEDY STAGE

(THE THIRSTY SCHOLAR)
BETHANY BLACK
17:05 - 17:50
RACHEL FAIRBURN
16:45 - 17:05
SI BECKWITH
16:30 - 16:40
SHELL BYRON
16:15 - 16:25
THICK RICHARD
15:40 - 16:10
DEAN COUGHLIN
15:30 - 15:40
JONNY COLLINS
15:15 - 15:25

ONCE A STAGE IS AT FULL
CAPACITY, WE CAN’T LET ANY
MORE PEOPLE IN. PLEASE ENSURE
YOU GET TO EACH STAGE EARLY
TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.

SATURDAY
TIMES

GORILLA

THE UNION

RESTORATIONS
19:50 - 20:40

SNUFF
21:20 - 22:30
SMOKE OR FIRE
20:10 - 21:00
GOOBER PATROL
19:10 - 19:50
HARKER
18:10 - 18:50
PRESS CLUB
17:10 - 17:50
JANUS STARK
16:20 - 16:50
ASTPAI
15:30 - 16:00
ONCE A STAGE IS
AT FULL CAPACITY,
WE CAN’T LET ANY
MORE PEOPLE IN.
PLEASE ENSURE YOU
GET TO EACH STAGE
EARLY TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT.

MARTHA
21:00 - 22:00

CRYWANK
18:50 - 19:30

ADRENALIZED
17:50 - 18:30
FAIR DO’S
17:00 - 17:30

MUNCIE GIRLS
16:10 - 16:40

MILLIE MANDERS
15:20 - 15:50

THE HARD ACHES
14:30 - 15:00

REBELLION
(COVERS)
ALKALINE TRIO

(MEMBERS OF ASTPAI, JAMES
CHOICE, 7 YEARS BAD LUCK)

01:10 - 1:40
LESS THAN JAKE
(CALL ME MALCOLM)

00:20 - 00:50
GRAFTEOKE
23:00 - 00:00

THE BREAD
SHED
DOOM
21:00 - 22:00
ANCST
19:50 - 20:40

MISANTROPIC
18:50 - 19:30

THE
BLOODSTRINGS
17:50 - 18:30
THE ZIPHEADS
17:00 - 17:30
SVALBARD
16:10 - 16:40

THE FUCKIN’
GLORIOUS
15:20 - 15:50

BURNING FLAG
14:30 - 15:00

THE BREAD SHED
AFTERPARTY
HAEST
00:40 - 01:10
OFFICER DOWN
23:50 - 00:20
SCHEISSE
MINNELLI
23:00 - 23:30

ZOMBIE
SHACK

SALVO
00:05 - 00:40
ILL GOTTEN GAINS
23:10 - 23:45
YOUNG
CONSERVATIVES
22:10 - 22:50
CROOKED LITTLE
SONS
21:05 - 21:50
ZERO NEGATIVE
20:05 - 20:45
F. EMASCULATA
19:05 - 19:45
LAY IT ON THE LINE
18:10 - 18:45
MYTERI
17:20 - 17:50
7 YEARS BAD LUCK
16:30 - 17:00
KERMES
15:40 - 16:10
SKIN OF TEARS
14:50 - 15:20
FOLLOW YOUR
DREAMS
14:00 - 14:30

BRICKHOUSE
SOCIAL
TOM MAY + ROGER
HARVEY
18:30 - 19:30
FRANKIE STUBBS
17:20 - 18:10
BOOM BOOM
RACOON
16:30 - 17:05

FOLK’S WORST
NIGHTMARE
15:45 - 16:15
ANIMAL
BYPRODUCTS
15:00 - 15:30

JAMES CHOICE & THE
BAD DECISIONS
14:15 - 14:45
JOE TILSTON AND
THE EMBERS BAND
13:30 - 14:00

THE THIRSTY
SCHOLAR
POETRY

BRIDGET HART
14:00 - 14:30
CYNTHIA RODRIGUEZ
13:30 - 13:50
OPEN MIC
13:00 - 13:20

DEAD CAT
COMEDY STAGE

(THE THIRSTY SCHOLAR)
FOXDOG STUDIOS
17:00 - 18:00
AMY GLEDHILL
16:40 - 17:00
TONY WRIGHT
16:25 - 16:35
ROSS BRIERLEY
16:10 - 16:20
JAMES MEEHAN
15:40 - 16:00
ANNA THOMAS
15:30 - 15:40
EVAN DESMARAIS
15:15 - 15:25

THE FONT
TBC
16:15 - 18:00
PUNKS IN PUBS

WITH JOE TILSTON

15:20 - 16:15

STRAIGHT EDGE:
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
(DOCUMENTARY)

14:30 - 15:20

PUNKS IN PUBS

WITH BARNEY BOOM

13:30 - 14:20

THE END OF EVERYTHING
(REVENGE OF THE
PSYCHOTRONIC MAN FILM)

12:15 - 13:25

SUNDAY
TIMES
THE UNION
SAMIAM
21:20 - 22:30
THE BAR STOOL
PREACHERS
20:10 - 21:00
FRESH
19:10 - 19:50
THE WINTER
PASSING
18:10 - 18:50
GRAND
COLLAPSE
17:10 - 17:50
MATILDA’S
SCOUNDRELS
16:20 - 16:50
ALMEIDA
15:30 - 16:00

ONCE A STAGE IS AT FULL
CAPACITY, WE CAN’T LET
ANY MORE PEOPLE IN.
PLEASE ENSURE YOU GET
TO EACH STAGE EARLY TO
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.

GORILLA

NOT ON TOUR
21:00 - 22:00

THE BREAD
SHED

ACTIONMEN
19:50 - 20:40

THE CREEPSHOW
21:00 - 22:00

CASUAL NAUSEA
17:50 - 18:30

POPES OF
CHILLITOWN
18:50 - 19:35

PIJN
16:10 - 16:40

CALVINBALL
17:00 - 17:30

THE HUMAN
PROJECT
18:50 - 19:30

THE DOMESTICS
19:55 - 20:40

MARCH
17:00 - 17:30

THE JUNK
17:50 - 18:30

CHERYM
15:20 - 15:50

CHEERBLEEDERZ
14:30 - 15:00

REBELLION
(COVERS)

FOO FIGHTERS
(SOUNDS OF SWAMI)

00:40 - 01:10
MINOR THREAT
(INCISIONS)

23:50 - 00:20
THE MENZINGERS
(THE BURNT TAPES)

23:00 - 23:30

ARMS ALOFT
16:10 - 16:40

SLUMB PARTY
15:20 - 15:50

TIM LOUD FULL
BAND
14:30 -15:00

THE BREAD SHED
AFTERPARTY
JODIE FASTER
00:40 - 01:10
CLEAN SHIRTS
23:50 - 00:20
YOUTH AVOIDERS
23:00 - 23:30

ZOMBIE
SHACK

DEAD CAT
COMEDY
STAGE
BRICKHOUSE (THE THIRSTY SCHOLAR)

SOCIAL

JOE MCMAHON AND
THE DOCKINEERS
18:10 - 19:00

WIL HODGSON
17:00 - 17:45
ROSCO MCLELLAND
16:35 - 16:55
EDDIE HOO
16:10 - 16:30
PETE PHILLIPSON
15:40 - 16:00
ADAM HUGHES
15:30 - 15:40
AJ HILL
15:15 - 15:25
SCARLET SOHANDSOME
15:00 -15:15

COPROACH
23:10 - 23:50
PERKIE
JENKEM
17:20 - 17:55
22:10 - 22:50
TRAGICAL HISTORY
POISONOUS CUNT
TOUR
21:10 - 21:50
16:30 - 17:05
SONNET 13
JAKE MARTIN
20:05 - 20:50
15:45 - 16:15
HABITS
SAM RUSSO
19:05 - 19:45
15:00 - 15:30
MAIN LINE 10
JAMES HULL
THE FONT
18:10 - 18:45
14:15 - 14:45
THE
CARDIACS:
SEASIDE
MIGHTY BOSSMAGS WE BLESS THIS MESS
TREATS (FILM)
17:20 - 17:50
13:30 - 14:00
17:35 -18:00
ONE EYED GOD
TBC
16:40 - 17:30
16:30 - 17:00
THE THIRSTY
TV PUNK
MARTYRIALS
SCHOLAR
THE YOUNG ONES
15:40 - 16:10
(WITH THE DAMNED)
POETRY
WERECATS
ALAN PARTRIDGE
HENRY RABY
(WITH THE SHEND)
14:50 - 15:20
14:00 - 14:30
RED DWARF
SIMON WIDDOP
GUERILLA
(WITH CARCASS)
13:30
13:50
POUBELLE
THE MIGHTY BOOSH
(PUNK EPISODE)
14:00 - 14:30
SUKY GOODFELLOW
13:00 - 13:20

14:30 - 16:30
JAMIE & MIKE’S PUNK
ROCK SHOW
12:30 - 14:30

THANKS
Finally, from all the MPF crew, thank you so much for being part of
the festival, whether it’s your first time or you come every year.
We started MPF in 2015 and to see it continue to grow each year
is very special. It would not be possible without your support. We
hope you have a great weekend and we’ll see you at MPF2020.
As our memories from this weekend are often a blur, please tag us in
any photos/videos you’ve got.
@MCRPunkFest on Twitter/Instagram.
Manchester Punk Festival is a collective consisting of Manchester
promoters Anarchistic Undertones, TNSrecords and Moving North.
AU and MN also run punk shows throughout the year
and TNS regularly release records.
If you want to find out more, check out the sites below.
Thanks.
facebook.com/TNSrecords
tnsrecords.co.uk
facebook.com/groups/anarchisticundertones
facebook.com/aubooking
facebook.com/MovingNorth
twitter.com/movingnorthuk

